


NOW THE PUBLIC KNOWS

In the June, 1962 issue of the RE< 
VIEW, John Lognn reported on the 
recent (May 10, 1962) decision of the 
California Supreme Court which, in 
effect, outlawed the widespread ptac* 
tice  o f using police in concealed po
sitions for surveillance of public toi
lets presumably to catch persons in 
unlawful sex  acts or solicitations. 
The California Supreme Ctnirt con
cluded;

"Authority of police officers to spy 
on occupants of to ilet booths-whether 
in an amusement park <x a private 
hom e-w ill not be sustained on die 
theory that if  they watch enough peo
ple long enough some malum prohib
itum acts w ill eventually be discov
ered."

The decision was reported in news
papers a il over the state, and It was 
made perfectly clear that die police 
officer involved was in the habit of 
going onto the roof of a certain pub
lic  (men’s )  restroom in Long Beach 
" a lot of times" each week, uncap
ping a pipe! and watching "the occu
pants of the toilet below."

This type of indiscriminate "detec
tive work" has been going on for a 
long time (it was described in detail 
in a New York newspaper over three 
years ago)^ and its utilization has 
been accelerating rapidly for at least 
the past five years, not just in Cal
ifornia and New York, but in other 
areas of the nation (notoriously, F lo
rida with its transparent mirror»). It 
is  significant that the California Su
preme Court has taken cognizance o f  
it-a lb e it it was forced to eventually 
by the increasing use of the practice 
by the po^jce.

And it  is  not surprising that its de- 
cisirm was unanimous.

But it is  even more significant that 
the public has been made aware of 
this police practice, even though it  has 
not created a pretfy imago. Who would 
have beUeved it previous to this de
cision? No one> except those police 
officers who indulged (or revelled, 

(CoocliHicd «f paic 3J.)

THIS MONTIfS COVER may be the earliest known gay photo extant It was 
submitted by a friend in Maine ulio found it  but knows nothing of its  back- 
g^und. The original is  a siuall 2-inch square daguerrotype in a thin brass 
oval frame. Shown are two young men, both sporting chin wfaiskets o f the 
period, in a pose of a father and sleeping son which can be described as  
"campy" at the very l e a s t  It has no bearing on anything; we just thou^t 

it  to be of interest to REVIEW readers.
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Art and Sex
A L B E R T  E L L I S

Th e  word art may be used broadly or nar
rowly; and in the present artide it will be 
used largely in its Narrower sense; pictorial art. 

What are some of the most important connec- 
^  tiaasbetweenbunumsexualityandartisticiep- 

resen^tion as depicted in drawing, painting, 
and sculpture? What may be said about sex and 
the artist? These are the main questions this 
artidc will attempt to answer.

Sex an d  A rt H istory

TIm use of sexual motifs in drawing, painting, 
and sculpture goes back to the earliest days of 
human h^oiy. Primitive art was, and in many 
sections of the world still is, replete with sexual 
and reproductive motib. Primitive peoples, in 
their pictures and statues, often tended to ex- 
aggerate the loins, rumps, breasts, and sex parts 
of their figures-prohably because, asi Dell 
(1930) points out, these parts of the body were 
of pronounced and often magical importance to 
them. Much can be said about the place of sex 
in primitive art; but since this topic is covered 
by another article in this Encyclopedia, it is 
merely mentioned here.

In civilized times, the ancient Sumerians, 
Egyptians, and Chinese produced many no
table artistic works; but the full flowering of 
sexual representations in art is usually acknowl
edged to have started in Ancient Greece. The 
earliest Creek art known to us was not highly 
sexualized; but after 500 ax. Ctedt artists be
gan to portray the human body fcr the sake of 
giving pleasure in its own r i ^ t  rather than for 
other and less sensual motives; and pictorial 
and sculptural art became art in the fullest 
sense when this esthetic levohitiaa occmied

(Wall, 1932). The Credo became obsessed 
with the dreun of ideal beauty, and, as Garland 
(1957) points out, ‘with the develofanent of 
Credr art the Sfulptor creates a  type of beauty 
which has never been excelled; far centuries the 
measurements and features of the antique Kore 
and dassic Venus are accepted as perfection 
and ensuing civilizations have created nothing 
more exquisile dian these lovdy goddesses, un- 
selfconscious in dseh nakedness.’  TUs is not a 
universally accepted dictum, but would appear 
to contain some troth.

The Credo were also noted for dseir direct 
erotic representations in art, and gr^ihic repro- 
ductiens of the sexual act were numerous and 
met with little opposibmi or censorship. Every 
coital activity the ancients could imagine was 
portrayed and modeled on thehr walls, eeflings, 
vases, and other objete dart (B Io ^  1934; 

.CuyoD, 1934; Northcote, 1916). It most not be 
thou^t, however, that die famous orgiastic 
representations (such as those found fo the 
Pompeii excavations) were ubiquitous in die 
ancient Credc and Roman worlds. Thera is 
reason to believe that they were often done on 
special assignment of certain memben of the 
nobility and that they were no more typical of 
ancient art as a wtole than modem porno
graphy is typical of today's a r t  The idealization 
of physical beauty (in terms of shapes, lines, 
and volumes) rather than the dqitcdon of 
naked sensuality was the pronounced theme of 
Creek and, to a mudi lesser degree, of Roman 
art. I

During die Middle Ages, largdy owing to dmi 
supqiressive influence of the Q urch,'
sensuous and erotic dit ru fae d  a  severe set- 
badq and from the B^vmtioe world to En^and
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and the North countries fully clothed and 
highly asexualized representations became the 
role. Then, although still kept under wraps to 
some degree by ecclesiastical restrictions and 
conventions, the nudés of the Renaissance be
gan to take the center of the pictorial stage; 
and masters such as Correggio,; Botticelli, 

j  Titian, and Tintoretto began to display their 
. highly sensuous paintings, with nudes and semi- 
; draped figures. Rembrandt, Rubens, and many 

other artists continued this tradition into the 
!r  seventeenth century; and even during the 

period of the Restoration nudity in art was per
fectly acceptable to courtiers, although their 
own clothing showed a stricter sense of modesty 
(Markun, 1930).

At the same timi that the sensual movement 
in art was in progress, a coexterminous "earthy" 
rather than erotic core of pictorial and sculp
tural art wmcoming into existence. Artists such 
as iSrueghei and Bosch, though not specializing 
in nudes, frankly depicted the sex proclivities 
of some of their subjects; and what has been 
called “erotic realism" as distinguished from 
'hard core poriiography" (Kronhausen and 
Kronhausen, 1959) had some of its lustiest be
ginnings. It may also be noted that some medi
eval works of art included a grotesque element 
that was at least quasi-erotic. Thus, the gro
tesque and “satanic” figures of some of the 
gothic church sculpture contained an element 
of "fascination of the evil” which m ^  be con
sidered an interesting subheading under the 
general classification of "sexual” art.

During the eighteenth century, the erotic 
content of Western art became even more pro
nounced in many respects. Masters such as 
Watteau and Boucher continued to portray sen
suous nudes; and in England arose a school of 
artists who specialized in the erotic, and often 
in the pornographic. Leading the list of artists 
who often painted erotic subject matter was the 
great painter and engraver, William Hogarth; 
and following him were such minor masters 
as James Gillray (who specialized in works 
on flagellation), Thomas Rowlandson, and 
George Cruiksfaank (illustrator of a famous edi
tion of the pornographic novel, Fanny Hill).

The movement toward the erotization of art 
continued in the nineteenth century. Degas, 
Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Goya were

among the outstanding Continental artists 
whose portrayals of the female form were both 
reverent and exciting; Gainsborough and Reyn
old^ in England also did some interesting 
nudes; and a mystic-satanic sext;?' lement was 
addled to painting by Felician Fops and by the 
pre-Raphaelites, Dante Gabriel Rossetti and 
Edward Burne-Jones. Mystic voluptuousness, 
together with overtones and undertones of 
sexual perversity, were also depicted by Aubrey 
Beardsley, one of the most famous sexual il
lustrators of all time.

Late nineteenth-century and twentieth-cen
tury Impressionism, Cubism, Dadaism, Sur
realism, and other movements in modem art, 
culminating in the considerable vogue for ab
stract, nonrepresentational, and nonobjective 
art. which has many followers today, to some 
extent reduced the direct depiction of eroticism 
that had been reborn in Renaissance art. But 
not entirely. Shapes, colors, and textures, to the 
eye of the sophisticated viewer of contemporary 
art, can be unusually erotically stimulating. 
Wilfred Scawen Blunt attended the 1910 Post- 
Impressionist exhibition in Paris and saw in the 
paintings there only “that gross,puerility which 
icrawls indecencies on the wall of a privy" 
(Markun, 1930, p. 337). And Pitirim Sorokin, 
oiie of the guardians of sexual traditionalism of 
our day, insists that surrealistic pictures and 
scjilptures of today are overloaded with volup
tuous scenes and figures and with depictions of 
procreation and fertility. _If sg.xuality is not 
rendered visually in modern art, he contends, it 
is often explicit in the name given by the artist 
to his design or contrapHon. "The general trend 
in our pictures, photographs, sculpture, and 
other visual arts,” he concludes “has been to
ward a more naked, more sensuous representa- 
tiin of the human body” (Sorokin, 1956, pp. 
2^27).

Contemporary art, moreover, is far from be- 
i(ig completely nonrepresentational. Artists are 
still producing male and female representations 
of the human body that are at times sensual, 
se.xual, or even intensely romantic. And one of 
t)ie outstanding twcntietli-ccnlury painters, 
Jules Pascin, went even further than the 
nineteenth-century master of nude portraiture, 
Renoir, in his rendering of pulsating flesh and 
gave a most realistic, earthy viexv of female



sexuality. As Pascin's biographer, Brodzlcy 
(1946), has noted; “Pascin worshipped women, 
as did Renoir, unashamed."

It is often assumed that thele is some kind of 
a significant and integral relation^ip of sex to 
art and between sex and the artist; but exactly 
what these relationships are has been the sub
ject for considerable unresolved debate. We 
shall now consider some of the most important 
theories relating sex to art and try to assess 
their validity.

B eauty and Art

It is sometimes held that all artistic produc
tions, particularly paintings and sculpture, arise 
from human concepts of l^auty; and that these, 
in turn, stem from ideas of what is sexually 
beautiful or exciting. If this is so, then art origi
nates in sexuality and is a major product of the 
libido. Thus, Freud ( 1930,1938), whose views 
on sexual sublimation and art we shall later 
discuss in detail, believed that the perception 
of beauty is at bottom a sensual process and that 
it becomes esthetic in quality when the sensual 
aim is inhibited.

The notion that art stems from appreciation 
of beauty, which in turn originates in sexual 
c^ire, has been partly endorsed by several au
thorities but has also been partly denounced 
(de Beauvoir, 1953; Bloch, 1906). As Garland 
( 1957) notes in her study of female beauty, art 
is usually in advance of nature and again and 
again artists conceive of new types of women 
which later generations then endorse. Ait, 
Flügel (1945) insists, in a sense achieves a 
deeper insight into reality than does the nrtere 
perception of physical beauty, inasmu^ as it 
abstracts from the uninteresting and iirelei'ant 
details of reality more effectually than percep
tion does. Art therefore presents us a sort of 
quintessence of the aspect of reality that is rele
vant to the artist s theme and purpose; and if 
the artist merely followed his biologically in
culcated feelings about what is beautifid (or 
sexually desirable), art in this sense could 
hardly exist.

André Gide (1949) is even more vociferous 
on this point: "As the convinced Mohammedan 
cries ‘Cod is god,’ 1 should like to shout: ’Art is

art.’ Reality is always there, not to dominate it, 
but on the other hand, to serve it." Beigel 
(1952) also holds that though ideas of phy.sical 
beauty influence art, these ideas themselves, 
especially ideas of what is beautiful in the 
female body, are greatly influenced by the con
cept of esthetic beauty in art.

In regard to beauty and art, then, it would 
seem wiser to take a middle rather than any - 
extreme road. Sex desires would appear to have 
some influence on evaluations of human beauty; 
and these evaluations to seme extent are im
portant artistic considerations. But by the same 
token, artistic judgments, which depend on 
many biological and cultural factors of non- 
sexual origin and which tend to change con
siderably from one era to another, also 
importantly affect sexual desire and notions of 
beauty.

It is most unlikely, then, that the concept of 
what is beautiful is related entirely to sex. It is 
partly based on the way in which we perceive 
things (which itself is both sexually and non- 
sexually motivated) and the form and propor
tions of the things themselves. The concept of 
beauty is intimately related to existing percep
tions of time, spatial relatirms, proportion, 
texture, and other aspects of external reality as 
well as to our personal and culturally influenced 
interpretations of these modes of existence. Sex 
plays a distinct part in our notions of what is 
beautiful; but this part hardly equals the whole 
of those notions.

Sex desire undoubtedly jilays an important 
role in human ideals of personal beauty, par
ticularly of female beauty. Schopenhauer 
(1898) hotly contended that sex is practically 
the only influential factor in inducing a male to 
admire the female form. ’’It is only," he said, 
“the man whose intellect is clouded by his 
sexual impulses that could give the name of the 
jair sex to that under-sized, narrow-shouldered, 
broad-hipped, and short-legged race; for the 
whole beaut)’ of the sex is bound up with this 
impulse. Instead of calling them beautiful, 
there would be more warrant for describing 
women as (he uncsthetic sex." II. L. Mencken 
(1919) echoed this view; and Havelock Ellis 
(1936) also presented evidence that women are 
universally admired by men because they sat
isfy the male s sensual and sexual impulses.

m a íX íU Á /tu

NonetheteM, a cunory glance at the changing 
styles In female beauty In the last several 
decades in the United States would Indicate 
that biological Impulses often take a secondary 
or subsidiary p lan  to social-esthetic standards 
in the evaluation of feminine beauty. Eveli in 
the (tase of sex attraction, we may still note that 
our sex “instincts'' importantly prejudice our 
notions of beauty, but at the same time our 
esthetic ideas significantly Influence these very 
“instincts."

Nudity and Ait

I It is someUmes held that artists frequently 
portray nude figures, paiticiilarly those of the 
female, because they are consciously or uncon
sciously interested, by reason of their basic 
sexual proclivities, in such figures. Thus, Guyon 
(1934, p. 310) states that “the truth is that 
nudity in art delights us because we find, to our 
surprise, that the flesh is here presented to us 
without obstacle or hindrance, recalling to our 
mind pleasant memories and possibilities. 
Therefore, he contends, the nude is not really 
chaste, as many artists and critics have held 
that it is; and when it is supposedly used for 
esthetic effect. Its employment actually has 
sexual undertones.

Other writers on art differ vrith this sexual- 
ized interpretation of nudity. De Beauvoir 
{1953) feels that the nude is chaste; and North- 
cote (1918) holds that "the nude in any given 
production is not necessarily eroUc. Nudity, 
Wall (1932) insists, is in itself sexual or asexual, 
decent or indecent, depending on one s attitude 
toward it-and that attitude tends to be very 
different at on^ time and place from what it is 
at another. i

Kinsey and his associates (1953) found some 
evidence that artistic portrayals of nude figures 
often do stem from sexual motives. In a study 
that is lUll continuing they reported that if pro
fessional artists are given a series of nudes 
drawn by other artists they can predict quite 
accurately whether the draughtsmen are heter- 
osexually or homosexually inclined. The Kinsey 
research team has also found that although 54 
per cent of their, male subjects have been 
aroused by seeing photographs, drawings, or 
paintings of nudes only 12 per cent of females

have been similarly aroused. As would be ex- 
pcctled under these circumstances, it has also 
beetj found that although female artists fre
quently produce highly romantic drawings and 
paintings, they rarely excel in pornographic 
svorks of art. By the same token, Dingwall 
(1 9 ^ ) notes that, as might very well be ex- 
pectM, sex-obsessed countries such as the 
United States produce better erotic art of the 
pin-up variety than do other countries. A. Ellis 
( 1 8 ^ )  also reports that just because nudity 
in tlje United States is officially and socially en
joined, It tends to be the more enjoyed. Con
temporary mass media are increasingly full of 
“artistic” nudes that obviously appeal to mascu
line |asdviousness.

A good case can certainly be made, therefore, 
for the theory that both artists and their public 
are sexually motivated when they find “es
thetic" satisfaction in the depiction of the nude 
female form. Artists are, after all, human beings 
with human desires; and the nude form ob
viously has connotations, at least to those of the 
Western world, of sensual activities «nd de- 
lighb. To believe that a fine painter or sculptor 
of female nudes has no sexual interest in or 
excitement about his work is to be rather naïve. 
At the same time, it would be equally naïve to 
assuine that graphic portrayals of the nude form 
are Executed only because of the conscious or 
unconscious sexual urges of the artist. The nude 
body has the kind of form, coloring, and texture 
that ^ u l d  give |it esthetic value even were its 
representors and their audiences completely 
sexless. It is these additional nonsexual aspects 
of nudity that give it such a widespread esthetic 
appeal.

ex ia l Sublimation and Art

Simund Freud has been responsible for the 
m ost^dely  discussed and debated theory of 

"i sex and art of all time-thc theory that art es
sentially springs from the individual s repressed 
uncobscious thoughts and wishes and is largely 
a sublimation of his aim-inhibited sex drives. In 
his Introductory Lectures on Tsychoanatysis

a , Freud noted that the artist is constitu- 
/  endowed with a powerful capacity for 
subl^ation as well as with a certain flexibility 

in Ihfc repression determining his inner conflicts.



In the fourth volume of his Collected Popers 
(1925) he stated this hypothesis in more detail:

The artist is originally a man who turns from 
reality because cannot come to terms with the 
demand for the re'nunciation of instinctual satis
faction-.as it is first made, and who then in 
phantasy-life allows full play to his erotic and 
ambitious wishes. But he finds a way of return from 
this world of phantasy back to reality. With his 
special gifts he molds his phantasies jnto a new 
kind of reality, and men concede them a justifica
tion as valuable reflections of actual life.

In his consideration of an actual artist, Leo- 
nardoida Vinci, Freud (1947) held that this 
paint«'s genius resulted from "his particular 
tendency to repress his impulses and, second, 
his extraordinary ability to sublimate the primi
tive impulses."

This psychoanalytical theory of sexual sub- 
lifhation and art was not entirely original with 
Freud, since several poets and novelists had 
outlined similar views previously, and Otto 
Weininger (1906), a contemporary of Freud, 
independently arrived at the view that art is 
a sublimation of Eros and that all genius stems 
from essentially erotic motives, with the artist's 
love being directed toward the universe and 
eternal values instead of toward members of the 
other sex (Klein, 1949). But Freud's version of 
the sublimation theory quickly won out over all 
similar views, and it soon had scores of ad
herents, Ella Sharpe (1950, p. 126) dogmati
cally stated that “sublimation and civilization 
are mutually inclusive terms ' Lionel Coilein 
( 1948 ) claimed that "art is possibly the only 
area for a conflict-ridden humanity to use today, 
a sublimation for repressed bewilderment and 
frustrated desire." Emil Gutheil ( 1951 ) pointed 
out that there is a close connection between the 
daydream and a work of art. And Ernest Jones 
(1951), in his analysis of the work yf Andrea 
del Sarto, insistcAl that this artist never fulfilled 
himself and did not reach the heights as an 
artist because he shared a domestic existence 
with his wife, Lucrezia, thus preventing himself 
from truly sublimating his repressed sex drives.

The Freudian theory that art originates in 
sexual sublimation has so completely swept the 
field of psychology, literature, and esthetics that 
many non-Freudians have vociferously en
dorsed it-sometimes in enthusiastic ways of

which Freud himself might not have com
pletely approved. The noted gynecologist and 
sexologist, Robert L. Dickinson (1932), held 
that sexual desire could easily beidiverted into 
what he called the Third Direction, which in
cluded work, amusement, asceticism, illness, 
art, etc. The academic psychologist, Herbert S. 
Langfcld (1950), thought that art was an es
cape to a world of so-called unreality, where 
the artist could have full power over his en
vironment; and that it was in this world of his 
own making that he solved his inner problems. 
The social historian, J. D. Unwin (1934), up
held the extreme view that dvilization depends 
almost entirely on sexual repression and that 
where people are sexually free their culture 
never matures or deteriorates.

Several correlates to the Freudian position on 
sex and art may be particularly noted. The first 
of these is that the main source of artistic pro
ductivity is the artist's unconscious mind 
(Groddeck, 1951; Neumann, 1959). In its most 
general form, this theory again predates Freud 
and his followers? but classical psychoanalysis 
not only posits an unconscious from which 
artistic productions are drawn, but also the in
dividual's coping with, defending himself 
against, and finally mastering his unconscious 
thoughts and feehngs-particularly his uncon
scious sex and aggressive urges. As Bychowski 
(1947, p. 56) states, "In a really great artist the 
mastery of technique is but an expression of the 
mastery of the unconscious material achieved 
by the ego."

The second correlate of the Freudian theory 
of art and sex sublimation is that the material 
the artist dredges up from his unconscious mind 
and employs in his work Is largely repressed 
material—it has once been conscious and has 
been censored and squelched, by the ego (or 
superego) because the artist is ashamed of or 
frightened by it. Artistic work, Marcuse (1955) 
points out, although opposed to civilization is at 
the same time bound to it by increasing in
stinctual repression. And just as we have re
pressed childish ways of thinking, Weiss (1947) 
insists, we have also repressed childish ways of 
perceiving and representing; and it is these lat
ter repressions which are somehow employed 
by the artist (and which remain unavailable to 
nonartistic individuals). '

m a tU icA ie te

A third corollary of the Freudian position on 
art and sex is that not merely repressed sex 
drives are necessary for artistic creativeness, 
but repressed feelings of love and hate as well. 
As might well be expected, the classical psy
choanalysts place Oedipal strivings, and the 
conflicts to which these strivings lead, at the 
core of their theory of art. According to 
Schneider (1954), the artist achieves his power 

i to identify with bis characters and his themes 
from his early identifications with and subse
quent transference relations with his parents. 
Or, in Ella Sharpe's more concrete exposition 
(1950, p. 135): 'Art is a sublimation rooted in 
the primal identification with the parents. That 
identification is a magical incorporation of the 
parents, a psychical happening which runs 
parallel to what has been for long ages re
pressed, i.e., actual cannibalism. The artist ex
ternalizes his incorporation of the hostile parent 
into a work of art. He thus makes, controls his 
power over his introjected miage or images."

Because of the Oedipal foundations of ari
as Kris (1952), Schneider (1954), and Tara- 
chow (1949) indicate—the artist must funda- 
aientally be a communicating, sodal poson. 
By conquering his Oedipal conflicts he learns 
to love himself and his work and to want to 
communicate productively with others.

A fourth concomitant of the Freudian view of 
art and sex sublimation is that an economy of 
psychic energy is involved in artistic creativity, 
According to Freud (1947), the energy that 
might be used for artistic production ik usually 
bound by sexual repression; but if tlx artist is 
Endowed with a certain flexibility of n  pression 
this energy can be freed for the work c f artistic 
transformation frxrm the unconsdous to the con
scious. The artist thus knows how to find his 
way back to reality from the world o ' private 
phmtasy.

Joseph Weiss (1947) has gone beyoi d Freud 
himself hi this connection and has daii ned that 
just as wit, according to classical psychoanal
ysis, is the economy of expenditure of psychic 
energy in inhibition, formal esthetic pi »sure is 
the economy of expenditure of psychi; energy 
in perception. In Weiss' own w or^ ( 1947, pp. 
396-397): "When the perception of s picture 
caus^ a comparison with a more economic 
treatment of the same material, psychi: energy

not saved but wasted, and a disagreeable 
fei iling is produced. Thus if two colors are too 
sir iilar, they can be perceived easily neither as 
one color nor as two separate coloiy. The re
sulting increase in psychic work causes dis- 
pMasure and we say the color; clash.”

A final correlate of the Freudian theory of 
art and sex sublimation that we shall consider 
hefe is the view that art and neurosis are in
tegrally intertxvined and that only out of deal
ing with his own underlying anxiety and guilt 
can the artist be creative. A feeling of calm, 
Saj^hs (1942) states, is a prerequisite to the 
creation or appreciation of beauty; but calm is 
on)y achieved by one's overcoming one's basic 
hostility and anxiety. The artist, moreover, 
nej'er really conquers his underlying neurosis, 
but keeps pioducing his work as a continual 
defense against his still-existing disturbance. 
In |Tarachow's words (1949, pp. 224-225): “The 
artbtic creation of beauty is also a relief, but 
from the intolerable tension of the fear and 
aggression of others.. . .  A motive in the crea
tion of beauty is anxiety produced by a feared 
ana hated object with whean the artist must 
become reconciled.’ Ella Sharpe (1950, p. 127) 
concurs: "Art rises to its supreme height only 
wbpn it performs a service—first for the artist 
and unconsciously for ourselves—that it did in 
andient times. That service is a magical reas
surance." Lee (1947) agrees that an artistic 
wt^k represents an atonement for the artist's 
destructive rage against objects and also a 
means of self-lherapy for his neurotic depres
sion, the depressioa being a requisite for artis
tic Icreation. A '

Otto Rank (1932, 1950) gave considerable 
thought to the relationship of art and neurosis 
and took a somewhat more optimistic view of 
the artist's ability to resolve bis own funda- 
mehtal disturbance ttpough his creative eflforts. 
Lille the Freudians, Rank felt that the forming 
of unconscious phantasy is essential to artistic 
creation; and that in his phantasy the artist at- 
teibpts to solve his own deepest problems. The 
neurotic and the artist thus have a fundamental 
pokrt in common—they have both committed 
themselves to the pain of separation from the 
hei|d, from unreflective incorporation of the 
views of their parents and of society. But the 
artist, through his work, is able to achieve in-



tegration of his isolated will by establishing a 
creative relationship to others. Schneider 
(1954) also takes a more optimistic view of art 
and neurosis and holds tliat art does not directly 
stem from emotional disturbance, even though 
some neurotic artists may get secondary ( rather 
than primary') gains from being disturbed.

C ritique of the  F r e u d j^
View of Sublimation and Art

Although there is much to be said in favor 
of certain aspects of the classical psychoana
lytical theory of sex sublimation and art, the 
one-sided formulations of this theory that are 
often given fail to do jiistiee to the immensely 
wide ranging elements of artistic creativity and, 
at best, give but partial answers to the ques
tions of why some individuals are artists and 
why they create what they do. Specific limita
tions of the Freudian position include the fol
lowing:

1. That the artist must in some manner tap 
his unconscious mental processes^ if he is to 
produce and communicate to others w'orks of 
lasting values is almost certainly true. But the 
"unconscious mind” that he thereby taps is 
hardly a mysterious entity in its own right. It 
consists, rather, of the total sum of the indi
viduals experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and 
memories which, by an act of conscious intro
spection, he is able to dig into, reactivate, and 
recombine in an almost infinite number of new 
ways. All his artistic concepts, as Locke, Hume, 
and other philosophers have shown for several 
centuries, merely consist of re-experiences and 
recombinations of some of his original, if now 
mainly forgotten, precepts. It is true that he is 
almost totally unaware (or unconscious) of 
exactly how he reactivates and recombines his 
past experiences ( just as most of us are una
ware of exactly how we solve a mathematical 
or a chess problem, although obviously the solu
tion docs not really come to us-as it sometimes 
appears to come-by magic).

2. Granting that art depends largely on crea
tive processes that involve our past experiences, 
many of which we no longer consciously re
member and whose recollection and recom
bination' into art forms are only vaguely 
understood by us, there is little evidence that 
the artist’s use of his "unconscious’* thoughts
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and feelings invariably implies his coping with, 
defending himself against, and finally master
ing his instinctual urges. This is not to say that 
some artists do not have sexual or aggressive 
feelings that they are ashamed to admit, that 
they unconsciously repress, and that conse
quently impel or compel them to work out these 
feelings in artistic productions, as a kind of 
expiation of or defense against these repressed 
feelings. But to believe that because some 
artists are thus unconsciously driven to crea
tivity all artists must be so driven is to make 
one of the commonest errors of logical thinking 
and to set up a hypothesis for which there ¡tre 
as yet, no confirmatory data. One of the mo.it 
unscientific aspects of orthodox psychoanalysi.s 
is the conclusion by ils devotees that because A 
and B, who have been treated for some neurotic 
symptom, display X complex, every other hu
man being who has the same symptom must 
also show evidence of X complex. Similarly, 
presenting evidence that artists A and B were 
impelled to create because of their defenses 
against their own unconscious sex or aggressive 
urges scarcely proves that all creative artists 
have similar repressed urges.

3. Assuming, again, th a t unconscious 
thoughts and feelings play a vitally important 
role in virtually all artistic creations, there are 
no scientific data whatever to support the 
Freudian assumption that these unconscious 
experiences are dynamically repressed. Occa
sionally, when a person Is thoroughly ashamed 
of his ideas or phantasies, he may dynamically 
refuse to admit that they exist; and as a result 
of this kind of repression, he may later be 
driven to express these unconscious feelings in 
artistic forms. There is much more reason to 
believe, howéver, first that most of our experi
ences of which we aré at any moment unaware 
consist of fairly neutrally toned thoughts and 
feelings which we would not hesitate to re
awaken to consciousness; and second that the 
unconscious experiences that artists generally 
employ in their productions are notably in this 
class of quite iiiirepresscd ideas and emotions. 
Freud believed that the artist (for some mys
terious reasons which he never could explain ) 
is the type of individual who somehow is 
flexible about his repressions and is able to 
dredge up his repressed unconscious ideas and
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use them effectively in his work. It would seem
instead.to be far simpler and wiser to assume, 

that either (a) the artist is the kind o:’ person 
who is less self-blaming than others an 1 there
fore likely to do less repressing; or (b) 
individual whose “talent" or “genius” (h y which 
may well be meant his unusually well or ginized 
brain and central nervous system) ena hie him 
in the first place to have more vital life experi
ences than the nonartist or the inferiiir artist 
and in the second place to dig into h a unre
pressed store of these experiences.

4. The Freudian notion that art is intimately 
related to Oedipal relationships or to rmressed 
feelings of love and hatred for one’s parents 
(which are ultimately transferred to ol her sig
nificant figures in one’s life) probabl' has a 
grain-hut only a grain—of truth in it. fW  great 
artists (as we shall note in more detail below) 
almost invariably love their work and to some 
degree love (or at least seek the appr^ol of) 
the audiences to which they present thu work. 
And behind all feelings of loving, vital absorp
tion, and desire for the approval of otijeis it is 
quite likely that there are some renukanti ol 
early attitudes and Ideas which were learned 
in one’s early family romance. To believe, how
ever, that oil emotions of love and absoi ptioo as 
well as those of aversion and hatred st< m from 
a boy’s originally lusting after his mother and 
resenting and being guil^ about hli resi ntinent 
of his father's Intrusion is to make one more of 
those ovdrgeneializations for which orthodox 
Freudians are unfortunately famous. Again: 
assuming that an artist's loves and hate i signif
icantly influence and affect his prodjctions, 
there is no evidence that his repressed eelings 
of affection and hostility are much m>re im
portant than his open and avowed feelir gs.

5. If the Freudian theory of art and ¡ex sub
limation were true, one would expect a lists to 
be unusually inhibited individuals who lived 
ascetically in their garrets, had ;little or no sex- 
love affairs, and consequently felt compelled to 
compensate by throxving themselves into their 
work. But most of the great artists of all pme, as

; we shall indicate in a later section of this article, 
f were reasonably happily married or engaged

in distinctly more than their share of hetero
sexual or homosexual activities. )Vhat re rressed

insmctual sex-love urges they were artistically 
“sublimating” is, in the light of these circum
stances, difficult to imagine.

6. The Freudian notion that psychic energy 
is ibvolved in artistic creativity and that found 
esthetic pleasure stems from an economy in the 
exj^diture of this energy is particularly bard 
to t;ake in the light of twentieth-century ¿scov- 
e ri^  in physics and neuroanatomy. Freud’s ap
plication of nineteentb-centuty mechanics to 
the psychic working of the human organism and 
his “explanations* of human thinking and feel
ing! in 0  ̂Us own hypothesized system of 
libjdo economy have been much criticized by 
numerous modem critics of psychoanalysis; 
and there seems to exist little or no empirical 
evidence to support his highly imaginaUve sex- 
eemomy theorizings (A. Ellis, 19^, Eysenck, 
1933). The mere fact that a host ol psycho
analysts, such as Kris (1952), Reik (1945), and 
Weiss (1947), have heartily e n d o r^  Freud’s 
notion that artistic creativity depends on the 
economics of the expenditure of bbidinous 
enagy by no means adds any validity to these 
highly theoretical constructs.

7. The view that art and neurosii are Integ
rally related would seem, at first blush, to have 
some validity, since it is obvious that most great 
artists have been more or less emotionally dis- 
tu rM  and many of them have even been psy
chotic (Phfflipi, 1957). The facts would also 
seem to indicate that supersensitive and emo
tionally aberrated Individuals (for example, 
fixed homosexuals) are frequently more inter- 
estejd in art than less sensitive and aberrated 
perrons appear to be. These facts, however, 
seeip largely to be accounted for by several 
understandable reasons: (a) Great artists are 
generally unconventional and their very uncon
ventionality is often misinterpreted as severe 
disturbance, (b) Noted artists are iovestigated 
more carefully by their biographet|i than are 
hacts or nonartists; therefore we teiid to kndw 
about their aberrations and to remain unaware 
of how disturbed were their less great con
temporaries. Many outstanding artists who live 
regular and undistinguished lives are rarely 
written or talked about; while the more erratic 
ones, such as Gauguin and Van Gogh, are end
lessly biographized, (c) We have no way of



knowing liMv m.inv (liniisamls of liiglilv tal
ented indie iiliials nc\ or IxHainc fine artists pre
cisely because tbey were so disturbed that they 
nes-er actually produced an\- ssorks of note, 
(d) Severely disturbed individuals, who have 
no creatis'e talents themsebes, frequently be
come interested in art because they are inter
ested in being “cultured" or "superior" persons, 
and thereby winning a derivative kind of social 
approval.

What little clinical evidence is available 
tends to indicate that the more severely dis
turbed an individual is, the less he tepds to 
actuali-zc whatescr artistic potential he may 
possess ( A. Ellis, 19,v9), Moreover, since great 
art almost insariably imolves a considerable 
amount of mental integration, concentrated 
drive, and persistent work on the part of the 
artist, it may seriously be doubted if most out
standing artists were severely neurotic or psy
chotic when they were at the height of their 
productivity. The Freudian and Ranldan hy
potheses that the artist “works through" his dis
turbances in his artistic creations, and helps 

-therapize himself thereby, may have some 
validity. But it may just as logically be hypothe
sized that the truly great artist is somewhat less 
disturbed in most instances than the lesser artist 
and that that is why his potential talent is more 
likely to be effectively actualized. It may also 
be hypothesized that in the case of the inordi
nately talented artist his genius is so outstand
ing that, neurotic or not, he finally produces 
outstanding works and that in understanding 
him, we might better focus on his genius than 
on his reasonably irrelevant emotional aberra
tions.

A Multifactor Theory of Art and Sex

The main objection to the Freudian theory 
of art and sexuality is not that it is entirely mis
taken, and certainly not that it adds nothing 
to our understanding of the creative and the 
sexual processes, but that it is at the same time 
too restricted and overgeneralized. In attempt
ing to account for the “deeper" and more com
plex aspects of the influence of human sex 
drives on artistic production, it undervalues 
some of the simpler and more significant factors

involved in sex ami .vil A wilier ranqing ami 
m oie objectiv e theory of the place of sexuality 
in art would include some of the following 
factors.

It should first be noted that man ap|iears,.to 
be essentially and inherently a creative animal. 
Even when he is not particularly intelligent or 
educated, h^ tends to restructure liis environ
ment in terms not only of utility but also of 
esthetics. The more intelligent and culturally 
educated he is, the more artistic, in terms of 
both productivity and audience participation, 

j he tends to be. Art, therefore, may lie conceived 
as a normal asjpect of human living; and the 
question may vvell be asked, “\\  hy does a 
human being not use his creative potential in 
some way?" rather than "What makes this or 
that individual artistic?" To be human, and es
pecially to be a highly intelligent human being, 
to some degree means that one vvill tend to be 
inventive, problem-solving, and artistically 
creative. The mystery, if there is a mystery 
about esthetic productiveness, is why so few 
individuals in our society actually do invent 
and create. And one of the fairly obvious 
answers to this mystery is that we. raise our 
people to be so nauseatingly approval-seeking 
and terrified of failure that most of them do not 
dare take the risk of committing their creative 
potential to actual artistic production.

The second point to be noted in trying to 
arrive at a wide-ranging theory of art and sex is 
that art is essentially a form of tcork and that no 
artist produces any thing who does not, at some 
point in the game, push himself into action. Arts 
such as drawing, painting, and particularly 
sculpture require physical effort along with 
mental exertion; and unless the artist is willing, 
quite consistently, to buckle down to the neces
sary tasks and chores involved in his activity 
(including the often boring tasks of mixing 
paints, stretching canvases, etc.), he simply 
is not going to accomplish anything in his 
chosen field. Fortunately, however, all animals 
to some extent like to mov e, to act, to work; 
and the artist normally becomes tlioroitjhly ab
sorbed, in a pleasant wav, in his activities once 
he manages to overcome his initial inertia and 
to get these activities mider wav. Because he 
learns, by experience, that it is pleasurable to

work in an absorbed, intense manm r, he has an 
incentive to keep going back to hit artistic ac
tivity, even when he is not too ur happy in a 
more restful state.

If, as just posited, the creative urge is innate 
in most men, and if art is a form of activity, 
which itself is also a normal part of human liv
ing, it is not difficult to see that there must 
inevitably be some connection between sex and 
art. For the human sex drives are certainly to 
some degree inborn and intrinsic and they are 
one of the most highly motivating forces (from 
both an iimate and socially learned standpoint) 
in driving men and women to intense and sus
tained activity. To accept this fart does not 
mean that we have to go the whole Freudian or 
Jungian way and identify life itself as an essen
tially libidinous or erotic force. Activity-impul
sion is probably the most generali^d form of 
aliveness; and sex-impulsion is merely one, 
albeit a major, form of acb'vitization. But it is 
hard to conceive of living, behaving, or ac
tivity-impulsion without any measure of sexu- 
ality-especially since, in the human species, 
reproduction of the race is entirely dependent 
on sexual processes.

The argument then logically proceeds: If,art 
depends on inborn (as well as culturally ac
quired) activity-impulsions, and if human be
having and reproducing to some degree depend 
on iniwm (as well as environmentally learned) 
sexual-impulsions, it would indeed be odd if 
there were no reasonably direct relationships 
between art and sex. Or, to state the matter a 
little differently, under these circumstances it 
would be remarkable if the main dr only infiu- 
ence of sex drives on artistic creativity was, as 
the Freudians state or imply, the r ^ I t  of such 
highly indirect factors as sexual Sublimation, 
repression, defenses against anxiew and hos
tility, reaction formation, and various other 
kinds of psychic circumlocutions. As Harry B. 
Lee, himself a psychoanalyst but one who takes 
a somewhat non-Freudian view of sex and art, 
has rather poetically stated (1933, p. 283); 
"Creation and recreation are inventjve activities 
bom of spiritual necessity, and they are some
thing more than chance iridescences upon the 

. surface of a daydream.”
If we turn from Freudian hypotheses and 

gi''e a little thought to the possibility of direct

influences of human sexuality oii artistic pro
duction, we may soon come up with the follow- ■ 
ing hypotheses;

i. Sexual desire is a highly activating and 
ivating force behind many pursuits. It spurs 
pie to achieve fame and fortune, in many 
ances, in order that they may be more at

tractive to members of the other »x; and it is 
quite likely that art is one of the main fields 
in whicli this sexually impelled fame and for- 

' turn is sought.
2. Sexual urges frequently encourage indi

viduals to enter certain professions—as when 
the physician studies medicine in order that he 
mfy be able to undress women or the actor'- 
enters the theatrical field because of the attiac- 
tiv|e women he may encounter there. Certainly, 
therefore, some artists must be drawn to their 
w4rk because of their interest in nude models 
or' ( as we noted previously in this article ) their 
sensuous pleasure in depicting the nude form.

It has been hypothesized by Rhoda Winter 
Russell (personal communication) that many 
painters have highly enjoyable, positive experi
ences with members of the other sex; and that 
in^their artistic productions they not only create 
thp sexualized forms of the persons with whom 
th ^  have had pleasant contact but also recreate 
thp sex pleasures they have had with these in
dividuals. This hypothesis, that direct sex grati
fication may lead to an urge to recreate images 
of I itself, seems to make good sense and would 
pgrtially help to explain why many artists are 
drawn to depict nudes or other sexualized rep
resentations in their work—and why some of 
thpm may even be drawn to art itself as an en
joyable form of life activity.

'3. Karl Groos (as quoted by Forel, 1922), 
ndtes that since the object of art is to excite the 
selnsibilities, it is obvious that it will utilize the 
d;^main that is richest in emotional sensations— 
the sexual domain. Drawing, painting, and 
scjulpture in particular are forms of art which 
require that the sentiments of the observer be 
attracted and heightened almost instantane
ously, whereas certain other art forms ( such as 
literature) must ultimately, but not immedi
ately, strike an emotional cord in the members 
of die artist's audience. It is therefore to be 
expected that the graphic and sculptural arts 
wpll make particular use of sexual themes.



4. Although sexual orgasm is normally 
reached, in the final analysis, by means of fric
tion and the sense of touch, scximI arousal in 
most societies, including ̂ our own, is largely 
mediated by the sense of sight. Art, which ap
peals particularly to this sense of sight, may 
consequently again be expected to be more 
sexualized in many respects than certain other 
forms of creative expression.

5. Autoerotic impulses, as Havelock Ellis 
( 1936) pointed out, frequently are not dfrectly 
gratified, but drive the individual into some 
form of restlessness and nonsexual activity; and 
it is impossible to say what of the finest ele
ments in art, in morals, in civilualion generally 
may not really be rooted in autoerotism. Ellis 
quotes Nietzsche in this connection; “Without 
a 'jcrtain overheating of the sexual system, we 
could not have a Raphael.“

6 There may well be, a.s Marcuse (1955) 
indicates, an inherent trend in the libido itself 
toward cultural expression, without external re
pressive modification. Although the Freudian 
theories of art springing from an economy of 
energy may well be questioned, as we noted 
above there may still be truthfin the noliqn that 
Iffe is basically an energy-expending process 
and that sex eriergy is a most important part of 
and significantly motivating force behind liv
ing. If so stich sex energy could both directly 
and indirectly contribute to artistic creation.

7. At the bottom of artistic prc>duction|is sen
sor)’ input and output. The artist almost hun
grily draws sensations from his environment; 
and. albeit in an often abstract and highly in- 
tcUectualized form, he communicates them 
back to his viewers-who, in turn, receixie their 
first impression of the artist’s product from their 
senses. “If man expresses his grasp of did world 
by his senses," states Erich Frtjmm {1955, p. 
347i;, ”h‘!' creates art and ritual, Ijc creates song, 
daUvC, (iiama, painting, sculpture." If tliis is 
tru4, tlien sex and art are two major ways hy 
vviitch pv;n expresses his grasp of tlie world hy 
his uses—since >n addition to its usé of the 
.»cnsc of sight, which we emphasized a few 
j vagraphs back, kex is indubitably a highly 
stcisualized aclivit). Artists notably draw upon

_realisations; and it is quite likely tliat their sen-
si,»cusnes.s will Jup over into se:.ual expressive- 
nesi ' / . I îmIilt consciously or unconsciously,

their art will lend to c;\rry pure tone«: or over
tones of sexuality for themselves and their 
viewers.

8. In some instances, the artist will very de
liberately and consciously employ his art form 
fçr the expression of his sex impulses. Thus, a 
writer may become sexually arou.sed by his own 
fictional scenes; and a painter may get an erec
tion while painting a real or an imagined nude. 
Also, instead of unconsciously repressing his 
sex urges and sublimating them in his work, an 
artist may consciously .suppress his unsntisfiahle, 
desires and throw himself into diverting artistic 
activity that helps keep him from phiguii g him
self with lustful thougW

In many ways there may be a hr< r i or serni 
direet influence of human sexuality on the artist 
and of artistic creation on sexual rlesire and ful- 
fillinent. The concept of wl.at i;. artistically 
beautiful most probahlv d as r...t dci - nd en
tirely on sexuai cravinij 'mt pad. ir.d perhaps 
quite a large part, of tiii- concept :»»>cs seem 
to stem from oh\ jous or t.ri\ ert sexual drives.

As for the more indirect aspects r f  sex and 
art. particularly those mvohcd v.ith the ps\ 
choanalytical theories sex sobemaii i:. these 
too would appear to have .'••f.u.. • .itivlity—in 
spile of the usv»al orthodu.'. Freudian adempts 
to overemphasize their importance. In fact, in 
the case of any given arust, there is no reason 
why the sexual sources oi his c r  ativc work 
cannot be »ignificantlv ioiirÎoM. (a ; He may 
have conscious *e\ dosirei. wt/ h he Jeliber- 
alely fulfills to some extent in l.ii a.t - t  g., by 
painting exciting nudes, sculpting erotic tab
leaux, etc, (b) He may have unconscious but 
unrepressed sex urges, which suppl\ him with 
considerable artistic raw material (such as sen
suous images or piedilections for sexualized 
forms) that he incorporates into either repre
sentational or more abstract art forms, (c) He 
may have conscious sex urges uliicli he consti- 
ouily suppresses by alworbing himself in his 
art work and which htdp give this work either a 
highly sexualized or a studioii.sly as( xuali/ed 
tone, (d) He may have conscious sex (or ag
gressive) feelings of w hich he is quite usliamed, 
which he then unconsciously represses, and to 
prevent these repressed impulses from return
ing to consciousness he may set up compensa
tor)' or other neurotic defenses which dri\e
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him to produce worlds of art and sometiines to. 
produce them in a specifically sexualized 
manner.

Only by taking info account several major 
factors such as those just outlined is it possible 
for us to account for the full scope of the rela
tionship between sex and art. And when this 
full scope is accurately perceived, it indeed ap
pears almost universal. For all that-and let this 
caveat .be duly emphasized—art is far from be
ing entirely sexualized in either its origin or its 
execution. As Herbert Read (1947) correctly 
indicates, art forms have their basis in the laws 
and organizations of inorganic as well as of 
living things, 'in the processes of biological 
growth and function as well as in the mathe
matical and mechanical properties of matter. 
Art is the representation, science the explora
tion, of the fundainental structure and proc
esses within and ^ound us.

>
The Sexual Psychology of Artisb

As briefly noted in our discussion of sCx sub
limation and art, most outstanding artists have 
hardly been noted for their sexual abstinence 
or reticence. Craven (1931, 1940} lijforins ul 
that Titian had at least on^ mistrejui Rem
brandt lived in concubinage with Hendiickje 
Stoeffeli; £1 Greco w u  a man of many loves; 
Van Gogh was a coiutant frequenter d  brotb- 
elsi Gauguin frequented brothels and idso lived 
with a mistress; Modigliani was promiset^ous; 
Matisse had an illegitimate daughter; FlcSsso 
lived with various women; Turner was a man 
of Strong sexual impulsions who had four il
legitimate children; and so on and M forth. 
Brodzky (1946) tells us that Jules Palscin, one 
of ̂ he outstanding painters of nudes, was highly 
promiscuous and that "a loose life . . .  was as 
food for him.”

\Vben not reveling in heterosexual activities, 
some of the most renowned artists, including 
Leonardo, Cellini, Michelangelo, Raphael, and 
Blake, are suspected of having had homo
sexual or at least hoipoamative relations during 
a large part of their lives. Although the stereo
type of the bohemian artist who lives in a garret 
and is sexually promiscuous is probably largely 
false-since many quite talented and great 
artists marry conventionally at a reasonably

early age and remain sexually faithful to their 
mates for the rest of their lives-it still can 
probably be found that renewed artists tend to 
be lèss conventional in their approaches to sex 
and to life than are men of equal genius in other 
fields I (such as engineering or research). Quite 
possibly, this may partly be because the artist 
usualty is a free lancer, who is not directly dé
p e n d it  on a single employer 4or his financial 
security, and that therefore he allows himself 
more freedom in his sexual behavior. But there 
may ^ o  be something about the artistic tem- 
perarjient itself that finds it undesirable or diffi
cult to conform to bourgeois sexual morality.

Thfre is a widespread belief that an unusu
ally high proportion of artists and individuals 
who u e  interested in art are homosexually in- 
dinecL As far os great artists themselves are 
concerned, this belief does not appear to hold 
much water, since the great majority seem to 
have Men distinctly heterosexual and some of 
those Who ore sbspected of being homosexual 
(such |u Leonardo) are placed In this category 
on only the flimsiest of evidence. In vdiat seems 
to be ^  only study of homosexuality and gen
eral dreaUvlty that has been done to date, a 
studylby the present author (1959), the data 
clearW showed that the more homosexual an 
individual is, the less creative-in terms of 
originality and inventiveness-he tends to be. 
Dr. Daniel Schneider, a practicing psychoan
alyst u  well as an autbmity on u t, has a ^  
found (1954, p. 300) that 'the great hmosix- 
uol aitist is the exception that proves all the 
rules.’ The notion of the homosexual's being 
highly artistically creative is a mytii that has 
largely been fostered by prejudiced observers, 
such as Edward Carp^ter (1914), Havelock 
Ellis |(1936), and John Addington Symonds 
(1883|), who were themselves homosexual or 
who (ios in Ellis’ case ) were intimately involved 
by m ^ ta l or other emotional ties with homo-

Tbere is much more valid evidence that pro- 
port^nately more homosexuals than heterosex- 
uolly interested individuals are artistically and 
estlWdcaUy inclined in terms of audience par- 
tidptltion. Just as females in our society tend 
to attend the ballet, dramatic productions, and 
musidal concerts, whereas males frequently are 
more interested in the more "manly’ sports, so



do male homose\uals fi0f|tirnllv booomo Aes
thetically inclined. Part s>l tlii.s paitieipa(i»n 
by homosexuals in artistic interests may he 
compensators'; part may 1h‘ imitatisc and 'de
rivative; part may stem from withdrawal from 
“masculine” interests; and part may l>e other
wise correlated to homosexual neurosis. Art 
interest, howeser, should not be confused with 
artistic creativity; and there is some reason to 
suspect that fixed homosexuality takes away 
from rather than adds to artistic solidity and 
that those relatively few great artists who have 
been exclusively homosexual have fought their 
way to the top of their profession in spite of 
rather than because of their emotional aber
ration.

Up until and including the present day  ̂sex 
differences in artistic creativity have been quite 
pronounced. Although numerous females at
tend art school and show considerable talent, 
and although some of them become outstand
ing illustrators, relatively few achieve high rank 
among the truly great jirtists of their day. 
Havelock Ellis, after an exhaustive study of sex 
differences, reported that "there can be no 
doubt whatever that if we leave out of con
sideration the interpretive arts, the artistic 
impulse is vastly more spontaneous, more pro
nounced, and more widely spread among men 
than among women” (1929, p. 374). Ludovici 
(1932, p. 44) concurred; “We find chiefiy the 
names of men in all the records of human great
ness." And exlen Simone de Beauvoir (1953), 
after pointing out that women have had a 
unique role in the cultural and intellectual life 
of Western cis ilization. was forced to conclude 
that "however important this collective role of 
the intellectual woman may have been, the in
dividual contributions have been in general of 
less value.”

Wlis' women have turned out to be less im- 
pressixe in the field of creative art has bflen 
been a matter for debate. Havelock Ellis 
(1929) believed that although the sexual 
sphere is more massix e in xx omen it is less ener
getic in its m;inifestations; and that consc- 
(¡uently the female’s creatix ity suffers, \  irginia 
Woolf (19301 held that biology has little to do 
XX ith the artistic inadeipiacy of xxomen; rither, 
she contended, the need for true independenee 
and a room of her oxx n constitute the female’s i

xx'orst handicaps in c-oiopeting artistically xxilh 
the male. Simone tie Ueaiixtiir (19.53) insisted 
that art ami thought have their living springs 
ill action and that heeause xx imian has not been 
engaged in action to any considerable degree, 
she does not make the most of her artistic po
tentialities. Other authors feel that the female’s 
main creative outlet is childhearing and child- 
rearing; and that heeause she is biosocially 
focused on this kind of creatix ity. her contribu
tions to art tend to be relatively secondary, 
imitative, and usually second-rate.

th e  mystery of why women are, on the 
whole, considerably less artistically creative 
than men is enhanced by txx o notexvorthy ex
ceptions to the general rule. In the first place, 
in certain esthetic fields, such as the xvriting of 
fiction, xxomen arc often outstanding creators— 
e.g., Jane Austen, the Bronte sisters. Virginia 
Woolf, Katherine Mansfield, Katherine Anne 
Porter, Elizabeth Boxven. etc. In the second 
place, xvomen are fretpientlx unusually gifted 
as performing or interpretixe artists, in such 
fields as dancing, singing, acting, and the play
ing of musical instruments. Why, then, do they 
fail, in almost all instances, as outstanding 
painters, sculptors, and composers?

In addition to the reasons posited txvo para
graphs back, it may be hypothesized that wom
en, for biological and social reasons, are far 
more interested in concrete human relations 
than they are in abstract artistic processes; and 
that the graphic arts and music, in particular, 
require for their highest forms of composition 
a vital absorption in abstract ideas rather than 
more concrete feelings. None of the foregoing 
theories of xvhy artistic creativity is loxxer in 
the female than in the male, hoxx cver, hax e any 
conclusive data in their support; and the issue 
remains still scientifically unrcsolx ed.

T he Diagnosis of Sexual D isturbances 
from .Artistic Productions

During the last txxo decades artand sex haxe 
become assnci;ited in a manner that hardly 
existed bi fore World War II; namely, the psy
chological diagnosis ol indix ixhials xx-ilh sex (or 
nonsexnal) disturbances through the iiiti-rpre- 
talion of their jiaiiitings. draxx ings. or seulptuie. 
Scs cral psychologists and psychotliei apisis. in-

\ eluding Buck (1949), Hammer (1958), Mach- 
over (1948), and Nanmherg (J950). have 
published frcati.ses purporting to slioxv that 
emotionally disturbed, and particularly sexu
ally disturbed, individuals xvill project their 
personality problems into their artjstic produc
tions and that if these productions are carefully 
analyzed these indix'idiials may be accurately 
diagnosed. Thus, drawings and paintings have 
been employed in res’caling the problems of 
homosexuals, sadomasocliists, fetishists, exhibi
tionists, and other kinds of poteninal or actual 
sex offenders. '

Evidence presented by the above named 
authors, as well as many studies by others, 
would tend to indicate that although artistic 
productions may be of some use in the clinical 
diagnosis of sexual and nonsexual disturb
ances, no foolproof method of diagnosis or 
prognosis yet exists in this connection and pre
dictive results are spotty, inconsistent, and in
conclusive. By far the best method of evaluating 
an Individual’s general or sexual disturbances 
would still seem to bb a face to Iface clinical 
Interview; and projective methods of person
ality assessment, including the use of artistic 
productions, are of comparative minor value 
and low validity (A. Ellis, 1953).

Pornography and Art

Pornography is a term that was originajly 
bsed to describe prostitutes and their trade but 
has in recent years been employed to describe 
literature or art that has been created xvith the 
deliberate intention of arousing sexual desire. 
It is often confused xvith erotic realism. Thus, 
some of the descriptions in Jajmes Joyce’s 
Ulysses or some of the vitally alix e nudes of 
Renoir or Pascin max- arouse the mdst lascivious 
thoughts'in certain readers or vicxx'crs; hut this 
does not seem to have been the con|,cions inhmt 
of the creators of these descriptions or |>orlray- 
als. As Foreli (1922) points out. Creek art xx as 
enormously concerned xvith the dude female 
figure; but most of this art xvas far from being 
pornographic or "obscene.” since I le/intentiun 
of the artist xvas to idealize the Icmalc form 
rather than to arouse sexual thoughts aqd 
fancies.

The fiel(| of art and sex is unusually compli-
I

ejitod because the xvord sex has multiple mean
ings xvhen used in relation to art. Folloxving 
the suggestions of Brian Hcald (personal com- 
inunieation). xve shall attempt to break doxvn 
life term sex so that it becomes denotatively 
clearer xvhen used in the phrase "sex and art.” 
\^'c m.ay thus distinguish among three reason
ably clear.cut meanings:
’ 1. Scx-dep/c/iiig but noncrotic art. A con- 

sjderable numlxor of xvorks of painting and 
soilpture depict or involve sexual content but 
do so in a nondynamic or nonarousing way. 
’The majority of the better knoxvn examples of

Îreek mides, for example, are sexual, in that 
ey depict the feminine form, but they arc not 
drotic, in that they do not arouse the sex im

pulses of the average viexver. Some Greek 
nudes, hoxx cver, such as the Venus Callipyge, 
^re erotic or desire-arousing to members of our 
society because they emphasize sexual features 
(in this case, the buttocks) xx’hich our mores 
00 not (yet) accept or approve. The Callipygian 
V’cnus, therefore, tends to become associated 
in the mind of today’s Western viewer not xvith 
nudity but with undressing-which to him is 
I trdinarily tabooed and sex-arousing.

By the same token, Rodin’s famous piece of 
culpture. The Kiss, is sex-depicting (because 

it deals with sex-love processes) but not par
ticularly, to most x'iexvers, erotic or sex-arousing 
(because if is relatively objectively descriptive 
pr self-contained rather than dynamically ex
citative). The Kiss mav also be deemed to be 
jon the borderline of the txxo categories ol sex 
depiction and sex arousal because ( a ) a size
able minority of viexvers may become sexually 
aroused by it and ( b ) an even larger number 
of viexx’crs may become amatively or emotion
ally (rather than sexually) aroused by its glori- 
Ification of young lox e,
I 2. Sc.x-aroiisin" or erotic but noti/mriw- 
p/aphic art. A groat many xvorks of art not only 
ixlcpict sexual content hut do so in a dynamic 
or arousing manner. Thus, .Manet's Dejeuner 
SUV 1‘hcrbe shoxx-s a nude in the company of 
scx cral young Krenehmen and depicts the girl 
and her companions so that the ax erage viexx- 
er’s phantasies tend to move out Iroiii the time 
and place of the painting and to use it as a 
jumping-off point for his personal sex imagin
ings. Similiuly, the depiction of pubic hair in



a drawing or painting lends to make tliis work 
erotic or sex-arousing borause, in the same 
sense as Ntanet’s picture, if draws the attention 
of the viewer to the “reahties” of the situation. 
The "peep-show" aspect of semi-nuditytis erotic 
because it expresses the dynamism of undress
ing rather thrm the stale of nudity.

Between the objective sex-depicting and the 
subjective sex-arousing work of art there is 
often a fine line; and this line changes dras
tically from community to community and from 
time to time. Thus, the notorious copulating 
nudes that were fairly common on publid build
ings in ancient Greece and India are apt to be 
sexually-arousing to a much greater extent for 
us than for their nudity-accustomed anĉ  more 
objective creators. And even for us, if we con
tinue to see many of them and to be accustomed 
to their nudity, they soon lose most of their 
erotic or sex-arousing quality. In generaj, how
ever, there is a considerable body of art that is 
sex-depicting in an objective way and a body 
that is sex-arousing in a personal or subjective 
way. The former will normally be less Ucely to 
be banned or bowdlerized than the latter.

3. Sez-arouaing or erotic and pornographic 
art. Sex-arousing art may be created by an 
artist who has Uttle idea of the potential arous- 
ability of his work or who wishes to stimulate 
his viewers esthetically or emotionally a ^  who 
employs deliberately sex-arousing themes to 
effect this end. In this case, we refer to his work 
as being 'erotic realism.' On the other hand, 
sex-arousing art may be created by an artist 
who is fully conscious of what he is doing apd 
who wishes dynamically, concretely, and 
against some of the mores (or assumed mores) 
of his day to stimulate the naked sexiiality of 
his viewers. Thus, if Rodin's male in The Kist 
had his hand on the female'^ buttocks or gen
itals his statue would be violently erotic but not 
necessarily pornographic; while if the female 
had been having active intercourse wnth the 
male or had been another male the statue 
would be pornographic. Again, the statues of 
coital figures on Indian temples are erotic, but 
not pornographic; but the depiction of tlie same 
acts in terms of contemporary photography 
would (in 99 per cent of imaginable c«cs) be 
pornographic and not erotic. I

It is necessary, again, to distinguish l^twccn

the motives of the creator and tliirse of^lhc 
viewer. In the case of the Indian temple stat|ics, 
for mast pf the toiirisLi who sec them the figures 
arc un<|iieslionahly pornographic, but from the 
standpoint of their creators it would not be 
logical (except-with earefiil qualification) to 
call them jrurnogrdphic art.

If these three categories of sex-depicting, sex- 
arousing, and |xmiogvjphic art are salid, it 
would appear that (xrmography can normally 
onlv exist where sexual mores are to a degree 
prohibitive and where pornographic produc
tions can therefore be mores-destroying, The 
laughter at sex acts and depictions-as fhown 
in the tendencies of many primitive peoples to 
enjoy lascivious stories and in those of the 
Chinese and Japanese to enjoy their “pillow 
book" art-is not necessarily pornographic; but 
where the mores are quite anlisexiial, it almost 
necessarily is. In a perfittly mature and per
missive society pornography probably cannot 
exist.

Clear-cut instances of scx-depicting and sex- 
arousing art are known from ancient times. 
Primitive peoples have created much sculpture 
and pottery that portrays sexual and erotic 
themes. Cicero and Pliny mention Ubidines— 
highly erotic pictures and bas reliefs used to 
adorn Roman villas of Pompeii; and many of 
these have been unearthed in modem excava
tions of ancient cities ( Northcotc, 1916). Erotic 
as well as pornographic playing cards were 
fairly prevalent in fifteenth-century England 
and were quite in vogue in the nineteenth cen
tury (Bloch, 1934). As noted previously in this 
article, an entire school of enormously talented 
erotic (and sometimes pornographic) artists 
arose in Western Europe in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. Edward Fuch’s monu
mental three-volume work on the erotic ele
ment in caricature (1909-1912) shosvs that 
some of the most renowned artists have delib
erately drawn and painted sexually arousing 
pictures. Bloch (190b) lists, among Ihc great 
names in art who hase created paintings that 
have frequently been eallerl "obseenc," Rem
brandt, Watteau, Fragonard, I’asein, and 
Beardsley.

Can there be great erotic art? There almost 
certainly can, even though most sex-arousing 
representations are so focused on some of the
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more limiteli aspects of their content that they 
tend to ignore some of the main elenlents of 
composition, organization, and st)de 
necessary fòt the existence of triily 
But some of-,the deliberately sex-< 
anese drawi^-wfalch we would undi 
label as being pornographic, tb o u ^  
anese themselves would often take a 
posibon-are svorks of rare beauty am 
manship; and when viewed by a cultured per
son they are likely to appeal to him primarily 
as works of art and only secondarily as erotica.

Many nonerotic works, ironically e n o u ^  
have been endowed with a highly stimulating 
character because of attempts to cense r them. 
Thus, as Hayelock Ellis (1936), Forel 
and other authorities have pointed out, 
fig leaves on paintings or statues often

putting
excites

the viewers, by drawing attention to wl lat they 
conceal, far more than a display of simple 
nudity would.

Nonetheless, censorship of art replesenta- 
tioiu has been rife from at least the days of 
early Christianity. Christian opposition to 
nudity in any form made it a sin, well Into the 
M id ^  Ages, to use even a naked biy as a 
model (Stanley, 1955). During the Renois* 
sanoe, Savonarola preached mightily against 
nudity in art and burned many pictu'es por
traying delights of the flesh. During the 
Counter-Refonnation, after the Medici popes 
had passed on, flg leaves were supplied for 
nude statues in the Vatican, and Michelangelo's 
'Last Judgment' was made respectable by the 
addition of painted drawers (Markun, 1930).

In eighteenth-century America, a plaster cast 
of Venus de Medici could not be jniblicly 
shown in Philadelphia; and Vanderlya’s 'Ari
adne' was looked upon with disfaivor. In 
nineteenth-century America, when Horatio 
Greenough painted a group of 'Chanting 
Cherubs* for }. Fenimore Cooper, the naked 
babies aroused great moral indignation. A 
half-draped'statue of George Washingiton also 
was looked upon unfavorably. In the 1870's and 
1880's, Markra (1930, p. 5W) tells us, 'i t  was 
rather a dating person, even in New York high 
society, who ventured to hang a nude in his 
drawing room.'

In Victorian England, \^atts was called upon 
to explain in pubtic why he could not have 

I

clothed his Psyche and the young girl of his 
fanious Mammon work. William Etty and 
others continued to paint nudes; t o  E tt/s  
scheme of decoration for a  garden house in 
BuHongham Palace was rejected beciuse of its 
'impaodesty.* | i

Gensenbip of so-called obscene paintiiigs 
and, sculptural representations continued into 
the early part of tbe twentieth century; and, of 
couilse, it still prersists, except that there has 
beeb considerable liberalizatkm in the 'so- 
calling.* In tbe early ISOift John S. Sumner of 
the Society for the Suppiessian of Vice piose- 
cutejl the art dealer who displayed the nude 
painting, 'September Mom”; and the French 
playjwri^, Paul Bourget, was shodceid to dis- 
cov^, when he was visiting America, that the 
people of Boston refused to permit tbe forms 
of two naked children carved by the American 
sculptor August Saint-Gaudens to appear on 
the façade of their public library. Trousers 
werp also put on antique statues in Baltimore 
and Philadelphia (Dingwall, 1957). |

It has only been during tbe last half of the 
twefatieth century that tbe realistic portrayal 
of nudity in art has truly begun to come into 
its bwn and to remain esseotisJly unfettered by 
cen^otshÿ. "September Mom' it now) found to 
be entirety innocuous by the viewiiig public; 
and many of our widely circularized periodicals 
have becxnne exceptionally unsqueamish about 
publishing full-length, completely bore-bos- 
pmed pictures of appetizing young females 
(Ellis, 1960a). For the moment, at least, cen- 
so r^ p  of pictures that combine art and sexual 
thepes is well on the decline. To use the dis- 
tintoms made at the begitming of this section, 
we, may say that both sex-depicting and sex- 
arousing [wlntings and sculpture are both 
wildly accepted in Western society today; but 
the banning of outright pornography is still 
ver|r mudi with us.

Art and Sex Education

flex education is normally carried on in a 
rattobesltant fashion in Western society; and 
when it is given it usually consists of written 
words or spoken lectures. Art, when it is em- 
p k ^ ^  at all in this kind of sex teaching, is 

for the photographlike illustrations of theus|d 1
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MX u d  reproductive organs that many of the 
marriage manuals contain.

Other societies, however, are more imagina
tive and wide-ranging in their use of art for 
sex education. Fot centuries, the Japanese 
■pillow books,' which consist of sex manuals 
illustrated in the most concrete ways, have been 
given to married couples for use on their wed
ding nights and subsequent occasions. In New 
Guinea, Mantegazza (1935) infonms us, erotic 
scenes showing mingling of men with gods,
with the genitals of the portrayed individuals 
purposely enlarged, are employed to educate 
young people in sexual pursuits. Recumbent 
wooden figures four feet long which can be 
made to move and simulate intercourse are also 
employed.

In China, as in Japan, illustrated sex picture 
books have been umd for centuries. In Italy, 
during the Renaissance, Augusto and Annibale 
Carrad made a series of so-called 'figures,' 
showing positions of intercourse, which were 
sometimes used for sex education. And in the 
twentieth century the famous gynecologist and 
artist, Robert L. Oiddnson, published his 
Human Sex Anatomy ( 1933), which was prob
ably the first modem book of repute that con
tained illustrations of sex positions. In the early 
editions of this work, these illustrations were 
published separately, since the publisher was 
not certain that they would be allowed to cir
culate through the mails. In later editions, the 
illustrations were published as an integral part 
of the book.

Havelock Ellis (1936) believed that art 
could be very useful in the sex education of 
children. 'Children,' he wrote, 'cannot be too 
early familiarized with the representations of 
the nude in ancient sculptumond in the paint
ings of the old masters Of the Italian school___
Early familiarity with nudity in art is at the 
same time an aid to the attainment of a proper 
attitude towards purity in luture.'

In regard to th eu seo fa rtin th esex  educar 
Uon of adults, most modem writers are still too 
squeamish to explore the possibihties of the 
use of erotic art to arouse sex partners who may 
normally have difficulties in becoming aroused 
or in achieving oigasnL Some material on this 
subject, however, is contained in the present 
author's Alt and Science of Love ( 1960b).

Conclusion

Human sexuality is an exceptionally impor
tant facet of life. As such, it would be most 
unusual if it did not play an important role in 
and have a significant amount of influence over 
artistic creativity in general and the produc
tion of painting, drawing, and sculpture in 
particular. Although the classical Freudian 
theory of art and its origins in sex sublimation 
seems to be both too narrow and too over- 
generally applied, there does appear to be some 
measure of truth in it. It would be more accu
rate, however, to point out that sexuality seeps 
into art directly and indirectly, consciously and 
unconsciously; and there would seem to be no 
special or unique way in which it affects artists 
or the viewers of their creative productions. 
Also to the point: unless the word sexual is in
discriminately employed to cover virtually all 
of life's energizing forces, it would appear that 
artistic endeavor is significantly nonsexual as 
well as sexual and that any theory that would 
truly explain why artists create and why mem
bers of their audience find their works im
mensely satisfying must take into account 
multifactor hypotheses that cannot be con
densed into any pat formula. Art is art and 
sex is sex; and never the twain shall completely 
merge.

,.l
(The author wishes to thank Tore HahanSson. Leon 
KroU, and Rboda Winter Roisdl for theii helpful criti
cism oo the origliial manuscript of this article, but to 
implicate them In oo way fox the final views expressed 
io the article.)
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In McDermitt V. United States. 98A. 2d 287, where a police 
officer, by leading the defendant on and encouraging him, induced 
him to medee a verbal suggestion and a physical gesture and then 
charged him with committing an assault, the Court held;

"Courts are not so uninformed as not to be aware that there are 
such things as flirtations between man and man. And when flirta
tions are encouraged and mutual, and leads to a not imexpected 
intimacy or an intimacy not discouraged or repelled, such cannot 
be classified as an assault. Even more strongly should the rule 
apply when the complaining witness is a policeman. An officer of 
the law, as we have said, has the duty of preventing, not encour
aging crime. As appellant's counsel says in his brief, an officer 
should not be permitted 'to torment and tease weak men beyond 
their power to resist' and then attempt to make out a case of as
sault." (pp. 289- 290)

"We do not say that the police officer was guilty of entrapment. 
But the evidence may be tested as if entrapment were claimed,, . ,  
When it appears that 'the person affected' —the police officer— 
has by his own insidious conduct, by patient and clever encourage
ment, and by setting the stage for a furtive homosexual gesture, 
he should not be heard to say of the accused, 'He assaulted m e .'"

FICTION

ALMOST OraimiilT....

JOHN E. O'CONNOR

I

Throughout the long, dreary proceedings they kept him in a special cham-' 
her, behind a partition of transparent bolletproof g lass, from where he would 
be visib le  to the judges, the attorneys and the spectators. He could [not hear 
them through the partition (not that it  wpuld have mattered: he sppkd no He
brew), but to h is left was a small speaker over which the proceediijgs were 
translated for his benefit into German, i 

At first he had felt fearj he was s t ill badly shaken after his seizure in 
C hile. But then the fear wore off, and a ^ in  he felt the same boredojn of dis
use he had felt throughout the years of his concealment. It was npt really 
his show, this trial, thou^ everything appeared to center around him. It 
was no mote h is show than were the Mpient religious rites the shojw of the 
animals who were thrown it to the flames. There was just as little upcertain- 
ty here: the results were just as preordained. And so  he lost interest, be



came bored with the trial of himself, Hans Reber, Lieutenant Colonel SS 
(retired), for crimes against the Jewish people.

The trial dragged on during the two hottest months of the year. There were 
accounts of the conditions of European Jews during the Nazi regime, there 
were sta tistics pertaining to their butchery, there were pictures showing 
piles o f corpses, and there were documents signed by himself which auth
orized the exterminations. There was à lot of talk about personal honor, the 
degree of one’s  responsibility to the state, and whether or not Hans Reber 
bad been mefely a cog  in the administrative machinery; and at the end of 
the two months he was found guilty and sentenced to be hung on the first 
day of September.

The verdict had been announced late in the day. When they brought him 
back to h is c e ll ,  he found his supper waiting for him -iced tea, a fruit salad, 
and Weiners and sauerkraut. Beside his.tray was a German paper, two days 
old and neatly folded. As he started in on the salad, he heard a noise and 
looked up to find Avram, h is youthful guard, standing outside the ce ll. It 
took him a little  by surprise, and for a moment the sight of the young man’s  
swarthy skin and hooked nose and bushy eyebrows made him feel a s though 
he were back in h is old position as supervisor of mass liquidations, and he 
felt a surge of pleasure at the notion of committing Avram to the gas cham
bers.

Avram was smiling.
“ Well, mein Colonel, so  now it  is  your turn, eh?”
Reber said nothing. He continued to eat his salad.
“ I’ll bet you’re terrified,” 'Avram pursued. "They say Rudolf H oess was 

truly scared before they executed him. And that guy who had charge of all 
the cam ps.. .  what was h is name?”

“ Pohl,” said Reber, turning to the sauerkraut. “ Oswald Pohl.”  The sauer
kraut had become cold.

“ Y es. Well, they got him too, and they say he was very scared. It must be 
a horrible thing to have nothing to look forward to but your own hanging.” 
“ Why don’t you go away?”  Reber said.
“ Go away? But sir, I won’t be off duty for another six  hours.”  He hesi

tated, then laughed. “ B esid es,” he continued,”  I’m interested in you. I’ve 
never seen  a man just after he’s  been condemned to death. It’s  a very mov
ing thing, like something you’d reed in a poem.”  j ; ,

Reber flipped open bis newspaper. One of its front page stories concerned 
an episode in Miami, Florida^ where some ninety-four homosexuals had been 
arrested simultaneously and given prison sentences of five to ten years. 

“ What are you reading, mem C olonel}’* asked AVram eagerly.
“ Nothing,”  said Reber. “ Go away, you dumb kike.”

I
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The young man blushed crimson, stung by the insult. “ Why y o u ...y o u  
pig!”  he stammered furiously. “ You think you’re so  god damned superior. 
Well, just wait till they slip  the old noose around your neck.”

“ Have you a reserved seat?V |
“ You’re damn right I do! I’ll be right beside you, laughing my head off. 

Any man who slaughters innocent people. J.you can bet I’ll be there, old 

man!”   ̂ i
For the thousandth time, Reber smiled at the irony of the situation: le s s  

than thirty years ago it had been fashionable to detest and brutalize the 
Jew s; now, such persecution had been denounced as a crime; now, because 
be had been an organizer of the persecution, it was fashionable to detest 
and murder him. How strange and amusing it was, the way fate had com
pletely reversed itself.

During the two weeks remaining before the date of h is execution, he enter
tained himself Iq; reading a couple of books about the history of World War 
n, though he spent most of his time dictating his memoirs onto a tape re
corder provided him by a leading American magazine. In return for the privi
lege of first publishing rights on his memoirs, the American magazine agreed 
to pay a generous sum to his wife, who s t ill  lived in Chile.

As be recounted those events from his point of view, be naturajly tried to 
justify himself as fully as be could without soundug ridiculous, and this 
led him into tortuous byways of speculation. He was not to blame for the 
massacre of the J ew s-o t least not he alone, or just he and the other leaders. 
Such persecutions were a sociological phenomenon. Frustration and hatred 
lay coiling in the bosoms of a ll people at a ll times. The desire to strike out, 
to destroy someone e lse  in atonement for one’s own shortcomings and mis
fortunes is ever present; and, as in the case  of the German people, when 
the pressure is strong enough, it requires! but the slightest suggestion, a 
mere hint that the Jews or some other minmity are at the bottom of it a ll, to 
cause the serpent to lunge forth, fanged that instinctive urge to kill that 
keeps the hunters pacing nervously until the opening of the new season when 
they can take their weapons into the woods—to lunge forth and convulse an 
entire nation with wholesale frenzy and bloodshed.

fie switched off the tape recorder, a lit t li embarrassed at the unoriginality 
of the thoughts he had jusf uttered. They were precisely what his attorneys 
had stated in pleading his ca se  before the court. But had he no more insight 
than they? Was there nothing e lse  he could add that would clarify a ll, and 
make h is gu iltlessness as shining and cldar as a Mediterranean noon? Why 
did the truth have to sound so m edioae and unextraordinary?

He couid have told more, but it would rmly have obscured the issue and 
made bis innocence le s s  obvious. For, contrary to one of the basic prem-

I-



is e s  of h is attorneys, he had enjoyed his work as executioner. He had been 
good at it. He had relished it. And it was really this fact, rather than its  
negation, which proved his innocence. The guilt would have been in, per
forming acts against his most basic inclinations. But the looks of fear on 
the faces of those despicable people, the fatuity and hysteria of their pleas 
for mercy, and their ultimate screams and choking pleased him to the pro- 
foundest reaches of his soul. The judges had clothed his actions in a rhet
oric of contradiction, calling them unnatural and inhuman. But they were 
absolutely wrong. For him the pèrformance of the executions had been the 
mostnaturalandhuman thing in the world. How ridiculous then that he should 
die, if that was the only reason. If anybody should be executed, it should be 
the entire German people: not because of the stale argument that he had 
been a mere tool of their w ill (as though a thief could be exonerated by lay
ing a ll blame merely on the fingers which had snatched the purse), but be
cause it was they, not he, who had performed the uwuttutcl act—the annihi
lating edicts so  opposed to common human nature. If the term natural had 
any meaning at a ll, it meant the type of behavior characteristic of the great 
najority of ordinary men; and therefore the execution of the Jew s, natural 
for him (the natural killer) had been unnatural for the German people. It had 
been their sin , their transgression. Let them atone.

Towards the end of his last week, his thinking grew more involved and he 
drew completely inward, no longer speaking into the tape recorder, no long
er responding to Avram’s taunts which became more vicious by the day. He 
knew what Avram wanted: the same thing that Reber’s own victims had lav
ished so  generously upon him—the looks of fear, the entreaties, the weeping. 
Avram was probably a very quiet.and decent sort of fellow: an obedient son, 
a patriotic c itizen , a good provider for his own wife and children. But the 
season was open-th is time on the former hunter, the unnatural war-criminal.

Reber c h u c k l e d .  Unnatural? Why it was the most natural thing in the world!
On the last day of August he was Visited by the prison warden who in

formed him that he had been granted an indefinite stay of execution. He 
would not explain why. And, on the following day, on which he should have 
died, Reber was puzzled by the look of great disappointment on Avram’s  face 
and the suddra s ilen ce  that had descended upon the youth. Strangest of all, 
perhaps, was the fact that none of his lawyers paid him a v is it.

He turned over various explanations in his mind. One in particular ap
pealed to him: it didn’t seem toó far-fetched that the judges had gotten to
gether and commuted his sentence to life imprisonment, the way so  many of 
the sentences of war criminals had been commuted. So he would live after 
all. He did not consider what he would live for: h is relief was too exclusive  
of such peripheral concerns. Life is its own justification. ,
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The warden paid him another visit cln September 10, opened his; ce ll, and 
ledhim back into his private office. His ^ttitnde was one of forced cordiality.

"Will you have a cigar, Herr Reber?’’ he said, extending the copper humi
dor. i' I

" Y es, thank you.’’ Reber leaned across the desk while the warden lit it. 
"W ell,’’ he said slowly, "I suppose you have some news for me?” i

to another

He

‘Y es, Herr Reber. Within another weilek you will leave this prisdn.’’ 1 
"Oh? I’m being transferred?’’ J
The warden grimaced sardonically. “ Y es, in a way. But not 

prison. Your sentence has been lifted-Jcompletely. You will no longer be un
der the jurisdiction of Israel. You will; in fact, become a free roan 

Reber felt dizzy.
"You are joking!’’ he gasped incrediilously.
"I would not think of joking about such a matter, not even w ith ...!  

hesitated, then changed to another tack. " T ell me, Herr Reber, during’your 
stay in prison, have you been keeping abreast of world events?’’

"Not recently,’’ Reber-said, frowning! "My m em oirs... ’’
"Y es, y e s ,”  interrupted the warden./“ Well, let me bring you up to date, 

sir. A curious thing has taken place i^ the United States. It seem s to have 
started with the recent depression. Yo|u know how they tried one remedy af- / 
ter another, a ll without su ccess . IheojOnally, one of their senators gave a j 
speech in which he accused the hompsexual population of that country of | 
having undermined the national econtmy. Almost overnight, in ( very major ! 
ciQi, the police begen arresting a ll knjbwn or suspected homosexuals. There, 
were lynching incidents in Tbrnpa and (Mobile and-I believe-Savaiinah. An(| 
then', two weeks ago, the federal govjernment formally declared I hat a ll hoj 
mosexuals were enemies of the natuln, who had deliberately and systemat 
ically attempted to destroy the moral fiber of their fellow citizen^, and theĵ .

ordered the FBI t o . . . ’’ - J *
Reber’s  eyes were already glowing yiith feral awareness.
"You needn’t tell me more,’’ he'sa |d . " I’ve heard it a ll before. Now that 

the Americans have chosen their victims, it remains only for th e ...u h , the 
sacrifice to take place. And, in order to carry it off successfully , they need

an expert!’’ ' j
The warden nodded grimly. - i,- J
"The Israeli government was Gonta|cted by the secretary of s  a te , asking 

in the name of the Uiiited States that you not be executed, bu : rather tha^

you be turned over to them.’’ ' . » u ■ u
Reber let out a deep sigh. Resting his arms over the side of t|ie chair, h(* 

gave himself over to that feeling of warmth and contentment that comes iron
knowing that you are Uuly needed,
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A REAL SLEEPER

A VtICKED PACK OF CARDS, by Hugh Rets W llllamten. London; Miehaol 
Jotoph, J96J. 205 pp. S3.7S. Rovlowed by Hoot I. Gordo,

■» i
“ A real sleeper”  you would call it if  it were a movie. It’s  a most lextra- 
ordinary sort of little book, in a 'c la ss  all by itse lf . And a real gem, i i  this 
reviewer’s opinion. How do you c lassify 'it?  Well, first of a ll it’s a imrder 
mystery. But hardly the usual sort, since the murder victim, the murderer and 
the detective are all homosexuals, and each other’s  lovers at one time or 
another. And then, aside from being a suspenseful murder mystery, and a 
homosexual novel, it a lso contains a heavy dose of metaphysical and phil
osophical speculation resw^ffyely on the symbolism of tarot cards (the type 
used by gypsy fortune-tellersi whence the title) and on the differerlt ap
proaches to love.

The story is told as a first-person narrative by a 27-year old school-teach
er named Adrian Musgrave. While motoring in moor country during his .vaca
tion, he is attracted by an inn-sign of the Four Kings, representing the heads 
of four Tarot kings, except that each head is  obviously an individual por
trait, and the artist extremely falented. Deciding to satisfy his curiosity^, he 
enters the inn and is  given a friendly greeting by a good-looking 2C-year 
old youth named Brian who informs him that the talented painter of the sign 
had just recently been found dead on the moors, at the bottom of a steep  
drop, the victim of "death by misadventure” according to the coroner. Aldrian 
gets further information about the 18-year old painter from the owner of the 
inn, a very attractive woman named Eve Smith, a former actress. She. is a 
great devotee of tarot cards, had inspired the young man, a frequent v i^ o r , 
to make an inn-sign for her along those lines, and as a result of her reading 
of the cards, has doubts about the death being accidental. Adrian is per
suaded to look into the backgroung of the dead boy, John Adam, and! from 
Eve receives some clues.

Having been furnished with four names, Adrian tracks down the four men 
in and out of London. It is soon obvious that each of them is  the model for 
one of the four heads on the inn-sign. Symbolically representing functions 
of tarot kings, one is  a wheeler-dealer financier, another a politician, an
other a clergyman and a fourth a journalist. The thing they a ll have in com
mon is  indeed a startling one! And possibly one of them is  John’s murderer!
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John, it seem s, was brought up as an orphan at a good school, and lafter a 
short stay with foster parents, took to living, since the age of 16, with a 
schoolmaster referred to only as A. Sinbe getting out of school, pointing 
and sketching has been the only occupation of his generally bohemian and 
vagabond life , as far as Adrian can leatli. Of course, Adrian doesn’t hear 
too much about John’s relations with his sjchoolmaster friend.

In the course of v is its  back to the inn,' Adrian becomes yet more friendly 
with young Brian and receives from him a page from John’s  diary which re
veals that John had left his schoolmastetl friend because the latter had disj- 
dained to try to hold him if he wanted to go. John’s view, as revealed in his 
diary, is  that if A. really loved him, hefd have said he’d kill John ratter 
than let him go. But it is also clear that Jlohn had decided to go back to A. r 

The mystery is  brought to its startling dlimax when Brian and Adrian take 
a day off to v is it the spot where John is  jburied, and also where he had his 
fatal fa ll. The conversation is  centered Very much on John, and it is soon 
clear that Brian had been John’s  lover djiring his stay at the inn and was 
horrified at the thought of John leaving.

From here on out the story unravels itse lf with many surprises. Incident
ally , not once in the course of this extraordinary book is  there a referMce 
to homosexuality as a concept, directly or indirectly.

, 1% 2.

a person. He is  
Si^iitwood. Vash

Negro woman, is  a magnificent character] half sterditype and half re il, but
a very compelling combination. Virgil, the repress id homosexual hi

this is  a must book for

of Vashti, is  in some ways mote believable than the 
he fee ls for Danny are clearly homosexusjl, but this 
sized .

Partly because of the unusual side of the theme, 
the serious collector of nale homosexuiil fiction, tt is  a lso an excellent 
novel and should appeal to even the casual reader] At least to the reader 
jvho can take his story with a dash o f realjity.
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A DASH OF REALITY

FIRE  AND THE NIGHT, by Philip Joto  Former. Rogoney Books, viewed by Gene Damon.
Philip Jose Farmer is one of those semilfamous, semi-ignored w rites who 
frequently comment on situations unpelajtable to the many, and caviar to 
the few. I

This novel is  primarily a diatribe on rac|e relations. The homosexual theme 
is  muted-there are steaming touches of sexual tersion between the three 
main characters, Danny, Vasbti, and Virgil.

Danny, the white boy, is  never fully revealed as 
somewhat like the mad narrator of Djuni Barnes’

ratter, 
i ,  the

sband
)thet two. The enjotions 
is  not blatantly qmpha-
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I A REAL SLEEPER

A VlICKED PACK OF CARDS, by Huah Ross Williamson. London: Michael Joseph. 1961. 20S pp. 13.75. Reviewed by Neel I. Garde.
“ A real sleeper”  you would call it if  it were a movie. It’s  a most extra
ordinary sort of little book, in a c la ss  a ll by itse lf . And a real gem, in this 
reviewer’s opinion. How do you classify  it? Well, first of a ll it’s  a murder 
mystery. But hardly the usual sort, since the murder victim, the murderer and 
the detective are all homosexuals, and each other’s lovers at one time or 
another. And then, aside from being a suspenseful murder mystery, and a 
homosexual novel, it a lso  contains a heavy dose of metaphysical and phil
osophical speculation respectively on the symbolism of tarot cards (the type 
used by gypsy fortune-tellers, whence the title) and on the different ap
proaches to love. I

The story is  told as a first-person narrative by a 27-year old school-teach
er named Adrian Musgrave. While motoring in moor country during his vaca
tion, he is attracted by an inn-sign|Of the Four Kings, representing the heads 
of four Tarot kings, except that each head is  obviotisly an individual por
trait, and the artist extremely talented. Deciding to satisfy his curiosity, he 
enters the inn and is  given a friendly greeting by a good-looking 20-year 
old youth named Brian who informs him that the talented painter of the sign 
had just recently been found dead on the moors, at the bottom of a steep  
drop, the victim of “ death by misadventure” according to the coroner. Adrian 
gets further information about the 18-year old painter from the owner of the 
inn, a very attractive woman named Eve Smith, a former actress. She is a 
great devotee of tarot cards, had inspired the young man, a frequent visitor, 
to make an inn-sign for her aloqg those lines, and as a result of her reading 
of the cards, has doubts about the death being accidental. Adrian is  per
suaded to look into the backgroung of the dead boy, John Adam, and from 
Eve receives some clues.

Having been furnished with four names, Adrian tracks down the four men 
in and out of London. It is soon obvious that each of them is  the model for 
one o f the four heads on the inn-sign. Symbolically Representing func^ons 
of tarot kings, one is  a wheeler-dealer fijiancier, another a p o litic ia i, an
other a clergyman and a fourth a journalist. The thing they a ll have in cem- 
mon is  indeed a startling one! And possib ly  one of them is  John’s murdef^r!

I f '  muMmeiiru I

John, it seem s, was brought up as an (Itphao at a good school, and after a 
short stay with foster parents, took to Üving, since the age of 16, widi a 
schoolmaster referred to only as A. Siilce getting out of school, printing 
and sketching has been the only occupation of h is generally bohemisui and 
vagabon(f life , as far as Adrian can leeirn. Of course, Adrian doesn’t hear 
too much about John’s  relations with his schoolmaster friend.

In the course of v is its  back to the inn|, Adrian becomes yet more £ iendly 
with young Brian and receives from him|a page from John’s  diary which re
veals that John had left his schoolmaster friend because the latter h id dis
dained to tr  ̂ to hold him if he wanted tolgo. John’s view, as revealed in his 
diary, is  diat if A. really loved him, hè’d have said he’d kill John rather 
than let him go. But it is  a lso  clear that John had decided to go back to A.

The mystery is  brought to its startling climax when Brian and Adrie n take 
a day off to v is it the spot where John is buried, and also where he tad his 
fatal fa ll. The conversation is  centered very much on John, and it is soon 
clear that Brian had been John’s  lover luring his stay at the inn a |d  was 
horrified at the thought of John leaving.

From here on out the story unravels iise lf  with many surprises. Incident-, 
ally, not once in the course of this extraordinary book is there a reference 
to homosexuality as a concept, direct^ Or indirectly.

A DASH OF REALITY ,
FIRE  AND THE NIGHT, by Philip Jose Farmer, Regency Books, 1962, Reviewed by Gene Damon.
Philip Jose Farmer is one of those sem^rfamous, semi-ignored writers who 
frequently comment on situations unpaljatable to the many, and caviar to 
 ̂the few. j

This novel is  primarily a diatribe on raipe relations. The homosexual theme 
is  muted-there are steaming touches of sexual tension between the three 
main characters, Danny, Vashti, and Virg|il.

Danny, the white boy, is  never fully iievealed as a person. He is  rather, • 
somewhrrt like the mad narrator of Djupa Barnes’ Nigbtwood. Vashti, die 
Negro woman, is  a magnificent character^ half stéréotypé and half real, but 
a very compelling combination. Virgil, tee repressed homosexual hud^nd 
of Vashti, is  in some ways more believable thap the other two. The emotions 
he feels for Danny are clearly homosexual, but this is  not blatantly empha
sized . I

Partly because of the unusual side of phe theme, this is a must book for 
the serious collector of nale homosexual fiction. It is  also an excellent 
novel and should appeal to even the casjual reader. At least to the reader 
who can take his story with a dash of reality. |
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Letters ¡tom readers are so lic ited  ¡or publication in Ibis regular monthly department. 
They should be short and a ll must be signed by the writer. Only in itia ls  o / the writer 
and the s ta te  or country of residence w ill be published. Opinion expressed  in pub
lish ed  le tters need not necessarily reflect that of the REVIEV ori the Mattacbine 
S ociety. So names of individuals w ill be exchanged for correspondence purposes.

READY TO HELP

REVIEW EDITOR: Am in receipt of your 
wonderful letter end enclosures this date 
and from the bottom of my heart I ’m humb* 
ly thankful to you. There ate no words to 
express the hop elessn ess that I've felt 
C h e  past year. The REVIEW and your let
ter have given me the only real hope for 
future happiness I have had in several 
years.

May I take some of your time CO te ll you 
my story. It must be told. It’s something, 
I’ve got CO tell someone.

To begin with I was bom in C incinnati,' 
Ohio ofpoot German parents strict in their 
Catholic belief. Both are wonderful peo
ple, believe me, but life was hard and 
strict for us children. 1 entered the mon
astery at the age of 14 for a course of 
studies which would ultimately lead to 
the priesthood.

It was a grueling, severe task for me 
because, I know now, that I was never 
meant for this type of life. I survived 7 
years of this, but i l l  health made me leave  
my studies. This broke the heart tif my 
parents for the first time. I weAt to work 
for a year then enlisted in the U.S. Army. 
This w as the second heartbreak foe them.
1 remained in the Army for years, at
taining the rank of 1st Sergeant of a Med
ium Tank Co., serving in France and Ger
many during the war.

After several years in the Army Re
cruiting service I developed a bleeding 
ulcer of the stomach and was discharged.
1 married and lived a very happy life (2 
sided) for I4 years, but finally this double 
life  caught up with me and to prison 1 
went for 6 months.

Now I am working in a small restaurant 
a few hours a day. It’s the best I can do 
here] What terrible crime could I have 
committed to be so ignored, censured and 
com pletely banished from society?

Being bom as 1 w as, with the alight 
difference of whom I want to live and 
love with does not impress me as being a 
crime. Do they banish the girl who was

bom blind, the boy with only one leg , 
with only half a brain?

I stated to you that sometimes life does 
not seem worth living. B elieve me these  
tim es became more numerous in Che past 
year until I received 4 copies of the RE
VIEW and today your letter and enclosures 
really gave me the lift I needed so badly. 
I have no money to give you but if God 
listen s to the prayers of people like me 
you w ill fee l His help for I have prayed 
nightly for the su ccess of the Society. I 
solemnly promise you that if the time 
comes to p ass, you w ill never have to 
ask  me for financial help for I w ill give 
it humbly and with an eternally grateful 
heart.

I sincerely hope that I shall have the 
great honor of meeting you and the other 
members of the governing body of the 
Society. I stand ready to help in any way 
I can..M r. T .F .G ., Kentucky.
EDITOR’S NOTE: See "Readers Write’’ 
in May 1962 issu e  for Mr. T .G .’s earlier 
letter.

CROSS-SECTION?
REVIEW EDITOR: As 1 catty on my usual 
various studies, 1 have, in instances come 
across your name in various publications 
.a n d  books, as well.

Having speken to you recently on the 
te le  [hone, it is  my understanding that you 
put out an officia l publication which teach
es a cross-section of people throughout 
the country (somewhat as the Californian, 
edited by Button Wolfe).

I am enclosing my check for fifty cents 
lo t 's  specimen copy of a current or back 
issu e  of your magazine.

I w ill review your publication carefully; 
and if I decide that it should find its  
place among my other periodicals that I 
receive regularly, I will remit accordingly 
for the year or six months as you so offer. 
.Mr. P .A .B ., California.

INQUIRY CENSORSHIP DOWNUNDER
REVIEW EDITOR: I have just finUhed 
reading The Sixtb Man by Jess Steam, 
and fee l that I would like to know mote 
about the Mattacbine Society. I find it 
very hard to write this letter, 1 have nev
er written or d iscussed  this subject with 
anyone b e fo ie ..M . R.K., California,
REVIEW EDITOR: I have read with int
erest of the purposes/and activ ities of 
the- Mattacbine Society in the book en
titled The Sixtb Man, It is  the first occa
sion I have bad to be knowledgeable of 
your existence.

Will you tend me any information you 
may have on the Society and include srhat 
needs to be done aa (at as an application 
for membership in 1g I certainly w ill ap  ̂
predate your doing so..M r. H.A., Wash.

REVIEW EDITOR: 1 wish to take out a 
aubacrlptioo to your magazine and would 
like to know the subscription r ite , whe
ther it is  poaslble to pay in sterling and 
the price of back numbers of your maga- 
zin e ..M t. T .S ., England.

ARREST
REVIEW EDITOR: I have recently been 
arrested and released on bond on a war
rant charging grata indecency With a min
or (male). A friend who ia familiar with 
the Mattacbine Society suggested that I 
contact you to find out if  you have a tep- 
reaen'lative in Michigan who might give 
me some advice or help in this matter.

If you do, I would appreciate anything 
you migi^t do or any information which 
you might send..M t. W.B., Mich.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Mattacbine Soc
iety does not condone adult-child sezaal 
telatlonahipp,-bui it ia w ell aware that 
the facts In such cases ate sometimes 
not brought to light. The above writer 
w as referred to a competeat attorney.

REVKW EDITOR: Well, your la st issu e  
under plain covet came through O.K. and 
I now have received official Notice of 
Seizure stating that the copy of the mag
azine, ' "Mattacbine Review’’ (Feb., ’62), 
whiep was forwarded to me pet post from 
U.S.A.I on the grounds that the said mag
azine i s  a prohibited import within the 
meaning of Item 7 of the First Schedule 
to die Qistoms (Prohibited Import) Reg
ulation.

1 did phone the Melbourne Dept, and 
asked them what was in Item 7, etc ., and
they
vant
why
after
ter

REVIEW EDITOR: I would like to have 
some information on your publication.. .
I have just finished reading an article on 
homosexuality repcsttsrffrom the REVIEW, 
andas this is  an area that I am interested  
in, I would like to have any information 
that you could g iv e ....M r . W.D., N.C.

REVIEW EDITOR: I have recently heard 
from a friend living in the United States 
about yoUt magazine, and being very int
erested, I should be very happy if you 
could send me a specimen copy, a lso  de
ta ils o f die annual sobscilptlon..M t. E.W., 
England. _

switched me from one government set- 
to the next. And then I was asked 
I wanted to know! They explained 
a long wail that (such) printed mat- 

i a abusive, blasphemous, indecent, 
insulting, obscene, offensive or profane 
in words or pictures.

I then asked whet was offensive in the 
said  copy, and let them know that the 
magazine has a clean bill in the States, 
and asked if  they could point out some
thing offensive. The gentleman on die 
end Of the phone said that the magazine 
was sent to Canberra and a "doctor" had 
paasled judgment on it. My coauaent was 
that i f  medical doctors judge books such 
a s Mattacbine REVIEW, they could not 
find ;lhcm offensive; but that’s  the story.

I do suspect that the February issu e  
was ¡stopped because it bad reference to 
NEW, LAWS in America, and people might 
want, the same thing in British counitles. 
.Mr.'J.W ., Ansiralia.

APÌ>RECIATION
REV|EV EDITOR: I commeod you fot 
youf 1 excolleot aod gricioot work. Here 
i t  t  reoew tl of my tubtcripcloo for t  6* 
ffiootb period.rn.Mfs. M.W.P., Okie«
REVIEW EDITOR: I am a fairly new sub- 
8ctib*t>jnst since January of this year. 
I wa^ amazed to read in the April issu e  
that put of 700 subscribeta, only 22} are 
Suppurting Members.. .

I should like to join the ranks as a Sup- 
portipg Member, and have enclosed my 
cbecl^ Truly I wish it could be mote, but 
it just isn ’t possible at this time.

I suppose many feel that unless they 
livè  neat the San Francisco area, they 
wouli^ reap very litiie  from any financiai 
sopport. This, of course, is  a rather net- 
tow and se lfish  attitude, but one I’m ante 
you can understand, n o n e th e le ss ...

Other than "financiai aid" and encoui- 
conta^ing others to "sihacribc" and " coot

, . . . a , ____
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tr ib u te /' what can a person stranded in 
Wyoming do to help the cause? I should 
truly like to feel a part of the organiza* 
tion ...»M r. F .F ., Wyoming. *

REVIEW EDITOR: Here is  my overdue 
subscription and a contribution of $20 in 
addition. I'm sorry I was so late in p a y  
ing up. My w ife had a serious operation 
and a ll 3 young children had the mumps, 
and my car broke down. Now I'm over the 
hump and catching up on outside things. 
. . . I  enjoyed your letter that started with» 
"Parting is  just plain sad!" Well» I'm 
not going to part» and I know that you (or 
we) a rt  making progress. Of course we 
need a lot more progresé, and I'll cbntri- 
bute every year as much as I can to help. 
. ; .Y o u  are doing good and mucb-needed 
work. I like your editorial sty le , the fact* 
ual articles, and the refreshing fiction.

Don't stop! Don't give up! If you,need  
more dough, say so! I'm no banker, but 
I'll help again.*Mr. R^D., Califoniia.

REVIEW EDITOR: I have read your,April
anniversary issu e  with great interest, both 
personal, and professional (in the coun
se lin g  field).

P le a se  enter me for a one year sub* 
scrip tion .. • It w ill be a pleasure to keep 
up with your efforts, and to be of assist*  
ance in counseling and aiding cases in 
due time, as needed...Mr. N .Z ., N.Y.
REVIEW EDITOR; My face is red! 1 com
pletely forgot to send in my monthly con
tribution at the beginning of this month. 
Enclosed p lease find a check for twenty 
dollars, representing two months' contri
b u tio n s .. .!  trust the May contribution 
w ill be considered "better late than nev*

A friend of mine who stopped in your 
offices on his recent trip to San Francis
co , te lls  me in glowing tones of the work 
you are continuing to do there. His report 
to me was that he and I are the only two 
Mattachine members in this area. This 
only renews my sen se  of responsibility  
to continue sending in a monthly ten dol
lar pledge as long as this is  fe a s ib le .. .  
-  Mr. H .S., N.Y.

REVIEW EDITOR: ...M u st  te ll you how 
impressed I was with that remarkable 
sonnet, "A s He Who in a Vineyard on 
That Day", in April REVIEW. Very beaut
iful as well as technically good. The 
author should (and perhaps he does) take 
b is talent seriously. We need more real 
p o etry -i.e ., poetry of imagery, beauty, 
music, and clarity . Good Lord, deliver 
me from T. S. E l io t ! ! !—Mr. K.B., Wash.

REVIEW EDITOR: So glad T h t  Crrc/e o /  
S tx  has been brought to the light of day. 
It combinés so many apt and simple illus* 
trations with a polysyllabic elaboration 
of types.

It should delight the simple enquiring 
mind, while confounding the censorious. 
It might even tempt the adventurous to box 
the com pass, degree by degree.-Mr» J.D ., 
California.

MISCELLANEOUS
REVIEW EDITOR: I tried in vain to buy 
a copy of your publication here in D allas. 
I would be most appreciative of any in
formation which wouid enable me to ac
quire a copy of the REVIEW. 1 am also  
interested in learning what sort of manu
scripts which might appeal to you.

1 w as made aware of your brganization 
by L ee Hein and a collectioii of stories 
published under the title Harry’s Fare, 1 
am a sem i-invaiid ‘with a desire to write 
and in search of an cu tler for my efforts.

Any help you can give me regarding the 
above w ill be most w elcom e.. . —Mr. M. M., 
Texas.
REVIEW EDITOR: As a pcoiessional
painter and photographer, may I make a 
professional inquiry about your Feb. issu e  
covet, attributed to a C. C. Hazard;

1 hope you w ill u se more of this very 
soon, both for cover and interior illustra
tion.-M r. S .B ., California.

REVIEW EDITOR: Just a note to say 
thank you very much for your most kind 
welcome and help. Enclosed you w ill find 
a check for S20-S1J for membership and 
S5 for the general fund.. . —tt. F .L ., Calif.

THEY WALK IN SHADOW $7.95

Mail 2 i t  illustrated l i s t  of adult books and art photos. If it 's  mailable,
we* 11 mail it.

COSMO BOOK SALES Dept. 2S Box 6 i i  San Francisco 1, California

CALLING SHOTS
(Continued from page 2)

perhaps?) in it, their superiors who 
permitted it, and jthe relatively few 
persons who had been victimized by 
it. We say “ relatively few”  i^ refer
ence to the total number of A rsons  
who have been spiKl upon unbeknow- 
ingly.

It is  an unfortunite concomitant of 
our judicial system -end one of which 
police autiiorities are well aware -  
that such practices come to light on
ly at great expense to the persons 
accused. And in this ca se , three men, 
in sp ite of the v ices attributed to them 
by this “ enthusiastic”  officer, have 
risked much in order to assert a right 
which most of us assume to be basic.

But the truth usually comes out e- 
ventually though there.may be con
spiracies to prevent its doing so . In 
the ca se  at hand, certain police e le
ments—with the knowledge, permis
sion and, undoubtedly, encouragement 
of their superiors have brought judg
ment on their own heads by indulg
ing in a practice repugnant even to 
the most “ depraved” elements of a 
multifarious—no pun intended-so
ciety . And in so  doing have increased 
public suspicion of police practices 
and policemen in general, and so  done 
damage to the image of a most neces
sary authority and consequently weak
ening its prestige.

This is  very serious. In a number 
of newspapers recently ^n both Can
ada and the United States), have ap
peared editdrials and articles criti
cizing the public at large for not sbow-

ing greater respect for police author
ity !

Î  we may for a moment refer to the 
police a s  constituting a minority (ma
ny people think of them as exactly 
that), the activities such a s  that 
wDich has recently come to light 
(tdrtuously) in California testify to 
th^ fact that a ll minorities have their 
ba^ elements, and that the «hole 
group is  apt to suffer for the activi
ties o f that few. Thus, in die case  
at hand, we can only expect, as the 
ni¿ht follows the day, that honest and 
sincere policemen will have a diffi
cult job made more difficult, not so  
milch by the activities of that e le
ment under discussion, but by the at- 
titkdes of the higher-ups who have 
aluw ed such generalized “ detective 
work”  in the first place, and who- 
since being put back in their p lace-  
have se t up a most eloquent howl!

it is  the thug in the street (of which 
there are reputed to be many in San 
Francisco, for instance) who stands 
to Igain.

Thus, we see  how the police auth
orities (le t’s not blame the lowly de
tective who, after all, can’t be ex
pected to entertain a very high con
cept o f ethics)^ by allowing illegal 
práctices to become a commonplace 
in i their repertoire of enforcement 
practices, have-perhaps naively- 
brought about a condition which de
prives them o f the vision of their own 
purposes.

Ifwe just turn over a few more stones 
instead of letting them lie , we should 
not be surprised to uncover methods 
even more unbelievable— and more il-



legal. There has been accumulating 
over a long period of time a great 
deal o f ‘ evidence that, a ll too fre
quently, police officers themselves 
have incited the very acts for which 
they have subsequently arrested their 
companions. This is  especially true 
of homosexual solicitations.

And there is  much yet to be uncov- 
vered about “ se lective  enforcement” 
—i.e .,  enforcing the law only against 
t ^ s e  people you don’t like !

None of this leads to respect of po
lice  authority. >

I '
If police authorities are to regain 

-and maintain-som e of the respect 
that the newspapers—belatedly—have
been noticing that they are not always 
getting (newspapers prefer to keep 
their heads in tiie sand about that 
sort of thing, as evidenced in the 
Californian a number of months ago), 
then they shouldn’t have b r to look.

It is  always important that a police 
executive remember that he is  not a 
director of a corporation producing a 
commodity for which a market must 
be created.

d o r i a s  s e e k s  r e v ie w

ON CUSTOMS RULING

The slow motion wheels of U.S. 
Customs are now grinding aw y  at 
another look at two volumes of im
ported photographs and drawings to 
determine if they are in reality ob
scene in terms of the tariff act of 
1930.

The volumes are “ Der Mann in Pho
tographie’’ and a subséquent book of

physique figure drawings of the hum
an m a ^  published by Der K reis in 
ZurichfBach book has 100 slick-pa
per plates taken &om issu es of the 
senior homophile magazine of the 
world. Included are the works of art
is ts  such a s P icasso , Mario de Graff, 
Jean Boullet, and the fine camera 
work of the late Rolf of New York, 
and others from the U.S. and Europe. 
Viewed by many students of art and 
photography, no one (outside of Cus
toms) considers either of the volumes 
obscene in the least. Any such de
claration, it has been pointed out, 
would automatically place a ll U.S. 
and foreign physique magazines'in 
the same category, and this is  not 
even a remote possibility, .because 
the U.S. Supreme Court set aside a 
petition (June 25) in which it was 
sought to have three such magazines 
declared unmailable in the U.S. The 
Court declared it would not consider 
the matter, so  their place in the mails 
is  assured.

A few months ago Qistoms permit
ted the importation of the two Der 
Krieis volumes, and collected duty 
on the sh i pnents to Dorian Book Ser
vice. Then in May cane the reversal 
of its  policy: the books were now 
ruled obscene.

Along with cop ies destined for an
other bookseller, the impounded ship
ments caused Dorian to start legal 
action to have the materials cleared. 
A ssistant Customs Collector O’Riley 
at San Francisco, notified that this 
action was being initiated, stated po 
June 27th that he would once more 
submit the cop ies for another review
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ted the importation of the two Der 
Kreis volumes, and collected duty 
on the shi pnents to Dorian Book Ser
vice. Then in May cane the reversal 
of its policy; the books were now 
ruled obscene.

Along with cop ies destined for an
other bookseller, the impounded ship
ments caused Dorian to start legal 
action to have the materials cleared. 
A ssistant Customs Collector O’Riley 
at San Francisco, notified that this 
action was being initiated, stated on 
June 27th that he would once more 
submit the cop ies for another review
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u d  tBllttg, with tihe paaiiiUljr tiMt 
Ci^tow miflit c lang  itn{«titioti.

TbiaBatil ftat ren lt is kaoai, (be 
ac ilg  Jan g  in snapnone.

back oiden fw the boda an  
beiag bald up by Dorian at tbe pre
sent tiiM. It baa baeo a dlaappoiat- 
meattobave to aotlfy (hoae wbo baya

o o la^  Ikaaa booka Hat ila  k a r  
dsligd  aUpaMta m  tem  b«U g  
tvaÉ k a g r. fa  kaoir tbe dalay la 
aa g in  g aa ltt diagpoiataaat to 
da« , bnt ptfbapa tbaat vohoaa, ii 
claaijad la tbe laar fiitnn, will bave 
evea gnater vahe aa coUector’a 
itemi.

OUTSTANDING lteW| BOOKS

Forbidden Sexual Behavior and Morality
by R, E. L. Masters ^  9.50

The Homosexual Revolution.,.!............... ............ „5.95
Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior^ edited by ” ~

Albert E llis and Albert Abkrbanel..... .......... 30.00
2-volume set, slip  boxed, 1058 patgesT........

The Circle of Sex by Gavin Arthur_..„..„..„..„.. 2.50  
Auto-Erotic Practices , ” 3.00
The Bull from the Sea by”Mar^ Rimâ ^̂  ̂ 95

CURRENT BEST-SELliNG  
PAPER EDITIONS 

AU tbe Sad Young Men .65 
Sexual Bebavior Among Taenagera .75 
Imping Tom (Voyeur) .65 
Tbe S tnng Path ,65 
The Sixth Han .90 
Giovanni’s  Room .50 
Ik. BaOerina .75 
Sam by Lonnie Coleman .65 
The IsDoctal .60 
The Lesbian by Dt. Mocae .50
In 6m li!e  by Dr. Rabin .65 _____
Tbe Damned One RmahiaH}j60 i i a L u m a T ^
Ihade Boy by Qiltea .50 j te»teMa.ar.
Stmag FUaada j60  |
S i s  la  O ar S e lm d e  fo o d m « d )  .7 5

t U 5

5i .-»t:


